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Hoyas for Choice Criticizes
Owner’s Pro-Life Actions

“[Monaghan] Hid*make a personal contribution-0£$50,900 to
the Michigan Committee to End Tax-Funded Abortions,” she

boat
four

said. «
)
McDermott added that Monaghan has never given money
to Operation Rescue, a pro-life group that -attempts to block
access to abortion clinics.
Hoyas for Choice manned a table in Red Square from 10
am. to 5 p.m. yesterday to distribute literature about the
Domino’s protest and gather signatures for the petition. Kelli
McTaggert (CAS ’92), the other co-chairman of the group,
said most students stopping by the table were unaware of
Monaghan’s donations to pro-life causes.
McTaggert said many students expressed interest in picketing or becoming members of Hoyas for Choice when they
learned of Monaghan’s activities.
Hoyas for Choice is not an officially recognized campus
organization, although it may try to become one in the next
few weeks, according to Green. Approximately 70 people
attended the group’s first meeting Oct. 24 and more than 160
students have signed up to become members, Green said.
In order to receive a charter and apply for funding, the group
will have to apply for recognition by the Student Activities
Commission (SAC).
Director of Student Programs Penny Rue declined to speculate on the possibility of the group becoming a
university-recognized organization.
Green said Hoyas for Choice would hold another meeting
next Wednesday or Thursday to discuss plans for the Nov. 12
“Mobilization for Women’s Lives” march from the Lincoln
Memorial to the Capitol. She added that Molly Yard, president
of NOW, said at a press conference Wednesday that she might
speak at Georgetown this month.
“She wants to come and she wants to speak specifically to
[Hoyas for Choice],” Green said. Marilyn Barnes, Yard’s
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assistant, said Yard and other NOW

officers

have spoken at several DC area universities recently to “try to
get young people to come to the mobilizations.”
Barnes said thatNOW officers have not experienced any
problems speaking at two area. Catholic institutions, Loyola
University in Baltimore and Mount St. Mary’s College in
Washington.
Hoyas for Choice has also organized an abortion panel
discussion to be held Nov. 7 in White Gravenor. According
to Green, representatives from NOW,

the National Abortion

Rights Action League, Catholics for Choice, and the Religious
Coalition for Abortion Rights will attend.

two

others seriously

wounded,

and bringing real-life horror to the Georgetown area in the waning hours of the
District’s annual Halloween celebration.

HOYA News Editor

Several Georgetown students organized by the newlyformed campus group “Hoyas for Choice” picketed the
Domino’s Pizza franchise on Prospect Street yesterday to
protest the company’s owner’s support of anti-abortion
causes.
The protest was part of a city-wide boycott of Domino’s
sponsored by the Metro D.C. Coalition for Choice.
The protestors presented the branch manager with a petition
signed by 174 GU students, according to Christy Green (CAS
’90), co-chairman of Hoyas for Choice and president of the
Women’s Caucus.
Green said the purpose of the protest and the petition was
mainly symbolic, but added that she hoped it would also
increase “consumer awareness” about the political causes
students subsidize with their purchases.
A fact sheet published by the D.C. Coalition charged
Domino’s founder and owner Thomas Monaghan with donating $100,000 to a Michigan group that lobbied to pass a law
banning Medicaid funding of abortions. “[The law] greatly
restrict[ed] reproductive rights for low and moderate income
‘women in Michigan,” the coalition said.
The coalition also claimed that the National Organization
for Women (NOW) was denied the use of public facilities
owned by Domino’s in Michigan, and that NOW “has filed a
civil rights complaint against Domino’s on the basis of
religious discrimination.”
However, Moira McDermott, a spokesperson at Domino’s
national headquarters in Ann Arbor, Mi, said Monaghan
donated only $50,000 to a group supporting the passage of a
Nov. 1988 referendum restricting abortion funding.
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A brawl outside a Georgetown restaurant ended early Wednesday morning
in a triple stabbing, leaving one man
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Brawl Leaves 1 Dead, 2 Injured
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Aaron Walker,

22, of Herndon, Va,

suffered multiple stab wounds to the
upper chest and was rushed in a police
squad car to Georgetown University
hospital, where he was pronounced dead
at 3:41 am.
William Alston, 42, of Derwood, Md,
was stabbed in the face and chest. His
brother, Sahah Alston, 21, suffered stab

wounds to the left thigh. Both men were
taken to George Washington University
Hospital, where the older man is listed
in serious condition, and his brother in

good condition.
D.C. Police arrested yesterday morning a 20-year-old Greenbelt, Md, man in
conjunction with the stabbing. Craig
Lester Barton of the 6000 block of
Breezewood St. was charged with
second degree murder and arraigned in
D.C. Superior Court yesterday after surrendering himself to police, according to
a spokesmen for the department.
The incident was sparked by an argument in a restaurant in the 3200 block of
M Street between Barton and two
unidentified men over a woman, accord-

ing to police. The argument moved
outside the restaurant to the corner of
Potomac and Prospect streets, where the

|

stabbing occurred.
According to a police department
spokesman,

Photo by Jerry Wachter
Georgetown’s sophomore sensation center Alonzo Mourning returns to lead the Hoyas this season.
The HOYA'’s annual basketball preview is in Section B.

the three victims were not

For U.S. Surgeon General
by Brian Wheeler
HOYA Staff Writer

President Bush nominated Wednesday Antonia
Novello, a clinical professor at Georgetown’s medical center, to replace C. Everett Koop as United
States surgeon general.
Novello has worked at the Georgetown hospital
as a research professor of pediatrics since 1986. Her
primary field of expertise is the study of kidney.

tor in pediatrics at the university hospital. She
moved on to the positions of assistant professor and
associate professor in 1979 and 1982 before attaining her current position.
At Georgetown, she worked under Dr. Philip
Calcagno, chief of pediatrics and pediatrican-inchief at GU Hospital until 1988. He described her
as personable and capable.
Novello may have been chosen for the position of

disease in infants. Novello also works full-time as

surgeon general beacuse of her anti-abortion views,

deputy. director of the National Institute of Child
Health and Human Development, a branch of the
National Institutes of Health (NIH), in Bethesda,
Md.
“She’s a very good administrator,” said Dr. Pedro
Jose, vice-chairman and professor of pediatrics at
the medical center. Jose, who is also president-elect
“of the! American Society of Pediatric Nephrology,

according to a recent article in Newsweek
magazine. However, colleagues did not comment
on this issue, stressing instead her extensive credentials.

a letter

She is married to Joe Novello, a well-known child
neurologist, who at one time hosted a medical
television show on a local station. She is also‘the
sister-in-law’ of comedian Don Novello, wellknown for playing the role of Father Guido Sarducci

urging him to nominate Novello to the post.
Novello first worked with Georgetown University
in 1974 in the second year of her postgraduate
fellowship. In 1976, she was named clinical instruc-

on TV’s Saturday Night Live.
Novello’s nomination will now go to the U.S.
Senate for confirmation. If approved, she will be the
first female surgeon general in American history.

added that he had planned to write Bush

Carter to Hold Town Meeting at GU

to the third victim, she added.
After “at least five minutes,” officers

“shoved [the fallen victim] in a squad
car” and drove off before any ambulances had arrived, Schleicher said. |
Tuesday night’s annual Halloween
celebration in Georgetown drew approximately 60,000 people, according to
police, who added that foul weather kept
many people at home. More than
150,000 people attended the event in
1986 and 1987.
Police made 35 arrests during this
year’s festivities. Officers said they arrested 17 people for disorderly conduct,
ten for vending without a license, three
for possession of open alcohol containerS,

three

for marijuana,

HOYA Assistant News Editor

Former President Jimmy Carter will
hold a “town meeting” on Monday, Nov.
6 in Gaston Hall.
The meeting, which will run from 10
to 11:30 a.m., will feature a forum in

which Carter will entertain questions
from the audience about life after the
presidency. The meeting will also include a 15-minute film about the Carter
Center in Atlanta, Ga.

Carter will be in Washington this
weekend for an official reunion with
members of his administration and campaign
staff, including
former
vice-president Walter Mondale, according to Karey Harman, Carter’s press
secretary.
The GU Lecture Fund will distribute
200 tickets today to Georgetown students from noon to 4:00 p.m. in the
Leavey Center Art Gallery. One ticket

will be given to each student ona “first
come, first served basis,” according to
Marianela Peralta (SFS "90), the Lecture
Fund chair.
3
Peralta added ‘that students must
present a Georgetown ID card in order
to obtain a ticket.
;
An additional 100 to 200 tickets may
be available to GU students the day of
the meeting, according to Peralta. Those

School of Foreign Service.
The Georgetown Leadership Seminar
brings together 25 of the nation’s
“emerging world leaders from the
private and public sector” for a weeklong conference on American foreign
“policy issues, according to Gail Griffith,
associate director of the Georgetown
Leadership Seminar.
Madeleine Albright, a GU professor

tickets, if available, will be distributed

who served in the Carter administration,

Nov. 6 on a first-come, first-served basis
at 9 a.m. on the first floor of Healy.
Officials from the Carter Center had
considered several locations in
Washington for the town meeting. How-

suggested that Carter speak at the seminar prior to his engagement in Gaston
Hall, Griffith said. Albright is the president of the Center for National Policy.
The Carter reunion will begin with a
reception at the Omni Shoreham Hotel

ever, they decided that Gaston Hall was

the “ideal spot,” according to Carolyn
Shields, assistant to former Carter press
secretary Jody Powell.
Before the town meeting, Carter will
deliver an address in the Intercultural
Center as part of the Georgetown
Leadership Seminar, sponsored by the

on

Sunday,

Nov.

5.

Following

Monday’s meeting at Georgetown,
Carter will participate in a panel discussion on Capitol Hill. The symposium,
entitled “Waging Peace,” will focus on
conflict

resolution

Nicaragua, and Panama.

in

Ethiopia,

for
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their decision and said that the voting
procedure was flawed. Based on this
decision, a second vote was scheduled.

Members of the College Democrats
last night recalled club president Brian
Jones (SBA ’90) by a 27 to 22 vote in
the club’s second such election this

Many club members said they felt the
second election was no more organized
or fair than the first. Geralyn Trujillo

semester.

in this election because her name did not
appear on lists that the College
Democrats used to verify members
eligible to vote.

The Executive Board of the College
Democrats decided to invalidate the
results of the Sept. 25 election, which
originally ousted Jones because of flaws
in the voting procedure. The slim margin
of the decision, 32 to 31, to recall Jones
also contributed to the decision to hold
a new election.
The elections occurred following
Jones’ disclosure that he is the undergraduate chief of the Stewards Society,
an all-male secret society on campus.
“I’m happy for the club that it’s over
with; it’s something that couldn’t have
been avoided,” Jones said. “I’ve got no
dispute with the vote.”
Students filed four complaints with
the Student: Activities Commission
(SAC) after the original election that
questioned the constitutionality, fairness and procedure by which Jones was
dismissed.
Despite the objections, SAC upheld
the College Democrats’ first recall election. Members of SAC later reversed

(SFS ’90) said she was not able to vote

Marie Hurabiell (CAS ’92), a chairperson of SAC, said she felt the “voting
procedure was fine. It was the College
Democrats’ responsibility to give us [the
SAC] the lists before the election. . . the
SAC had nothing to do with them,” she
said. The SAC declined to comment on
why certain members’ names did not
appear on the voting list.
Bob Daut (CAS ’90), a member of the
College Democrats, said he felt “the
election was run much more smoothly
[than the first one].”
Some members said they felt the club
had been seriously hampered by the
recall process regardless of the final outcome. “The club has been hurt no matter
whether [Jones] is reinstated or not,”
said Jim Strenski (SFS *90). “The active
time for Jones is pretty much gone. . .
and the club has been tied down for a
whole semester.”

ins ide:

Georgetown to Distribute Student Tickets Today in Leavey
by Alan Bash

one

theft, and one for possession
prohibited weapon.

Democrats Oust Jones
In Second Recall Vote
by Roland Kooch and Diana Maier
HOYA Staff Writers

Bush Nominates GU Professor

involved in the argument and appear to
have been “innocent bystanders.”
Mohammed Elazizy,who lives in an
apartment overlooking the corner, said
he looked out the window after hearing
a woman scream, according to a Nov. 2
article in The Washington Post.
“There were three or four guys against
ten or 12 others,” he said. The three or
four fell to the ground and were kicked
and beaten by the larger group, he said,
adding that police arrived less than a
minute later, scattering the crowd.
Lisa Schleicher (CAS 90), who lives
in the same apartment, said she looked
out the window after she heard noise
below and saw a large crowd in what
appeared to be the aftermath of the stabbing.
Schleicher saw one of the victims
holding another victim who had fallen
down. “[The first victim] had his
friend’s head in his lap,” Schleicher said.
The police on the scene were attending
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STUDENTS NEEDED TO
“«T SERVE ON HOUSING&=_
ADVISORY COMMITTEE
-Doyou have ideas and opinions about housing ?
Couldyou fairly represent your classmates ? Would
you like to serve ona committee to assist Residence
Hall Operations and Housing Services intheir plan-

| ningand evaluation?
Student Services and Facilities invites you to submit
anapplication for appointment
tothe Housing

Save 25% off original prices
on selected styles of clothing
*quantities limited

Advisory Committee. This committee will meet on
anadhoc basis todiscuss suchtopics as housing
rates, housing lottery, repairs and furnishings in the
residence halls, etc.
The makeup of the committee will include arepresentative appointed by GUSA, aresident assistant,
an apartment assistant, a student currently living off
campus, and a representative fromeach class. Ap-

Georgetown University

pointment will befor one academic year.
Ifyouareinterestedinserving on this committee,
pleasepickup anapplication atthe Leavey Center
Informationdeskorinthe Office of Housing
Services, 100 Harbin Hall. Deadline for return of
applications is Monday, November 13.
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Smith Barney International Corporate Finance
will hold a presentation at the Leavey Center

for the

Financial Analyst Program

We invite the Class of 1990 to come

November 6, 1989
Salon D, 7:00 p.m.

Smith Barney, Harris Upham & Co.
Incorporated

S
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GU and Italian Firm

SAC Allocates $4,000
From Budget Surplus

Research Neurosciences
Fidia Funds $62 Million Project
by Richard Wilson
HOYA Staff Writer

Nestled in a corner of the Georgetown
Med/Dent building, a team of researchers quietly conducts a series of
neurological experiments not funded by
the university.
Georgetown University has teamed up
with the Fidia Research Foundation to
form the Fidia-Georgetown Institute for
the Neurosciences [FGIN], “the largest
university-industry relationship for the
support of science” in the country, according = to physiology
professor
John

C.

Rose,

vice-chancellor

for the Medical Center when FGIN was
established in 1985.
According to a July 1985 agreement
signed by former university President
Timothy Healy, SJ, and the board of
directors of the Fidia Research Foundation, the foundation will provide FGIN
with $62 million over a 20-year period.
FGIN receives $3.5 million annually
from the Fidia Research Foundation, a

non-profit subsidiary of the Italian phar-

maceutical company Fidia, SpA.
The 1985 agreement also specified
that a new research building would be
constructed, with one tower “probably”
dedicated to FGIN, according to Harry
. Doukas, associate dean for sponsored
research in the School of Medicine. A
Dec. 1984 press release announced that
FGIN

would

be “housed

in a 25,000

HOYA Staff Writer

Neuroscience Survey,” the bulletin said.

Rose described FGIN as a neuroscience research center “without any reference to commercial interest, and that

is most unusual. Many people didn’t
believe that a company such as Fidia
would make an investment that would
not provide a profit in terms of money.
It does provide a profit in terms of name
recognition and prestige.”
Consequently, Rose said, the arrangement between Fidia Research Foundation and Georgetown cannot be
described as a “joint venture.”
“Joint venture has a specific corporate
meaning. The zoning under which Georgetown exists here in this part of the city

Photo by Michelle Syufy

William L. George, SJ and NBC anchorman Tom Brokaw meet after the
mass for hostage Terry Anderson.

| Journalists Attend Mass
For American Hostage

does not allow any commercial venture
which would be, say, the development

Medical

Bulletin,

FGIN

Alec Collett, Robert

HOYA Staff Writer

of new drugs. [FGIN] is purely basic
science investigation,” said Rose.
Basic research for Fidia includes
various neurological studies. According
to the

American hostages Joseph Cicippio,

by Felton Newell
Nationally-known journalists, relatives of american

hostages and other

guests gathered Oct. 27 in Dahlgren
Chapel for a Mass to commemorate
the birthday of American hostage
Terry Anderson.
Anderson has been held captive in
Beirut for four years and seven
months, longer than any American
journalist in history.
In commemoration of the

is re-

searching chemical imbalances that
contribute to mental illness, ‘‘ways to
modify the debilitating effects of
strokes,’”’ and reasons why certain
brain functions diminish with age, as
in Alzheimer’s disease.

Ben Bradlee, executive editor of

people and allow them to do research [in
Montgomery County] before moving

abide by our rules,” Doukas said.

down here,” Doukas said.

control over FGIN,

A brief statement from Sen. Edward Kennedy (D-MA) on behalf of
Congress was read at the service.
Kennedy wrote that members of
Congress “share the pain and sorrow
‘of the families and we join in
solidarity against terrorism. We must
do all we can to end the crisis of the
hostages. I look forward to the day

Dr. Erminio Costa, director of FGIN,

described the institute’s role in the
univeisity ComIRuBILY inL the Geor-

;

oc:

Fidia and Georgetown share ultimate
Rose

said, “It’s a

divided control; the agreement spells out
the obligations of Fidia Research Foundation and all parties. . . . [Just] like a
[university] department, Georgetown is
in control.”
Georgetown does not contribute any
money toward scientific research, inside
FGIN or any department, according to
Rose. All research activities of the faculty of the medical school are supported
by grants and contracts from federal and
private agencies, Rose said.
Costa said in the Medical Bulletin that
he grants ‘come to: EGIN “with no
t ings attached. . [We] |have only one,

al

limit: we have to onc in the neuroscien-

§ aspects of molecular
neuroscience, 22 hie. ‘said

ces. But we can do anything we please

fello

headed

the

captivity,

Peggy Say, Anderson’s sister,
urged the families to continue their
hope. “Hope is not a way out, it’s a
way through. Hope is what urges us
to plan every day as if we might have
to leave urgently [to meet the
hostages]. For those men to live in
hope is a testament to the faith [of
their families].”
The Washington Post, spoke of the
constant battle between hope and
pessimism about the hostage situa-

:

Anderson’s

tivity.

Congress

Rose said programs like this are not
unusual in major universities. Harvard
University and Massachusetts General
Hospital have “a very large program”
with Hoechst, a German pharmaceutical
company, and Washington University in
St. Louis has a similar relationship with
acorporation, said Rose. “But [the Georgetown-FGIN relationship] is the biggest and the only one entirely for the
support of basic research,” Rose added.

In addition, the Fidia Research Foun-

Polhill, Frank

Reed, Alan Steen and the late William Buckley, who was killed in cap-

passed a resolution declaring Oct.
27, 1989 Hostage Awareness Day.
NBC anchorman Tom Brokaw

building, we will be able to hire new

ed

by Anne Pierson

dation organizes seminars and sponsors
the annual Fidia Foundation lectures,
which are dedicated to four eminent
Italian neuroscientists.
All FGIN staff are employees of Georgetown, and the institute is an integral
part of the university, according to
Doukas. “[FGIN is] not a separate organization off by itself which does not

_ square-foot, two-story tower to be built
adjacent to the Preclinical Sciences
Podium. . . . Construction is slated to
begin in 1985.”
The planned building will also serve
- researchers from the medical school
who are currently leasing research space
* in Montgomery County. “Since it will
take two to five years to build the [new]

-

Department of Public Safety to Fund GERMS

“As faculty members in pharmacology, anatomy, biochemistry and
physiology, we have also enjoyed contributing to the regular teaching
programs of the medical school and
[have helped] to create a new course,

the

tion. Right now, Bradlee said, “hope

event. “The life of we journalists is a
life of freedom, freedom guaranteed
by the constitution,” said Brokaw.
“But if Terry Anderson isn’t free, we

list of speakers
at

wins out, but barely.”
Also participating in the mass were

all can’t be free,” he added.

editor of USA Today; R.W. Apple,
deputy Washington editor of the New
York

Times;

and

David

Aikman,

foreign correspondent for Time
magazine. Former Iranian hostages
to Lebanon, ‘also attended.

Carmella LaSpada, who spoke for
the humanitarian organization No
Greater Love, discussed the inherent

cruelty of terrorism.

Donovan, SJ, welcomed guests to the

core of humanity and is one of its

Mass, which was sponsored by the
DC-based support group No Greater

greatest concerns.

“inthe neurosciences.”

THE LEGISLATIVE
STUDIES INSTITUTE

“We

reserve

funds,

which

totaled

at the time that the organization fall
under the university department of Student Health, but many raised questions
about the club’s autonomy in that situation.

SAC itself received $750 for its
planned project “to promote better interaction between clubs themselves
through an activities coordination, contest,” Delancy said.
The New Press was denied funding
because, according to Delancy, it was

the consensus of SAC that it belonged
under the auspices of the Media Board.
“We asked heads of the New Press to
look into funding from the Media Board,

and they will go under the Board’s direction. . . after the publication of their
December

issue,”

Delancy

report,

seven

received

no

their proposed activities, organization of
the budgets presented, and the overall
club’s need.”
:

hostages to terrorism, it shocks the
International ter-

rorism is a violation of human
rights,”’she said.
The Mass marked the 20th event
that No Greater Love has sponsored
for the hostages, including birthday
remembrances for Anderson each of
the last three years.

:

Guba

The Legislative Studies Institute (LSI) of Capitol Hill, Washington DC, is now
accepting a limited number of highly qualified applicants for the spring and fall.
The program aims to increase understanding of the legislative process while offering
preparation for responsible policy making positions in Senatorial offices or Committees.

The New Restaurant

In Georgetown

Our exclusive, semester-long legislative training program involves a very
competitive admissions process.
If you are interested in pursuing a career in the United States Senate, please write:
The Legislative Studies Institute
317 Massachusetts Ave., N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20002
or call

(202)

FREE PARKING

WITH DINNER AFTER 5 PM

544-0904

Food and Spirits

SEE AND HEAR
D.J.
Dance Floor

On the canal
Draft & Bottled Beer Specials

with proper LD.

ON GPB’S
NEW SOUND SYSTEM!

SAME BAT TIME
SAME LOW BAT PRICES!

additional

Delancy noted that all budgets were
reviewed fairly based on “feasibility of

YOU ARE REQUIRED TO REPORT TO THE
OFFICE OF STUDENT LIFE IN 208 LEAVEY
THE WEEK OF
OF NOVEMBER 6TH THROUGH 10TH 1989
OUR OFFICE,IN CONJUNCTION WITH
THE GUSA HOUSING TASK FORCE,
HAS PREPARED A PACKET OF
MATERIAL THAT WILL ASSIST
YOU IN LIVING OFF-CAMPUS.
PICK -UP IS EVERY DAY THAT WEEK
BETWEEN THE HOURS OF
10:00 A.M. AND 4:00P.M.

are all

He

funding. Delancy said the majority of
clubs that received no funding failed to
follow proper directions in submitting
their budget requests.
“At least four of the seven clubs that
received no money simply handed in
xeroxed duplicates of previous years’
budgets containing events that had already happened, and they were automatically rejected,” Delancy said.
:

Thank you for your cooperation.

Prepare for a Career in the United States Senate

said.

added that the magazine’s December
issue will still be funded by SAC.
Of the 26 clubs listed in the SAC

ATTENTION OFFCAMPUS STUDENTS

Frank Regier and Bruce Laingan,

and be reunited with their families.”
University President Leo J. O’-

tor of the center for liturgy,
' spirituality and the arts; performed
the homily.
"Joining Andersor’ $ relatives: at the
Mass were family members of

The

roughly $7,000 this year, were then used
for budget reallocation. SAC gives clubs
until mid-October to prepare and present
their budgets requesting reallocated
funds.
The Georgetown University Student
Association (GUSA), which received
$1,009 of the $3,000 it requested,
received the most money of all campus
organizations. According to Delancy,
one of the upcoming projects GUSA
plans that merits funding is a new video
journal, a campus news broadcast that
would chronicle current events and run
updates on campus personalities on
MONitors across campus.

who served as the U.S. Ambassador

when they can look safely to home

Love. Lawrence Madden, SJ, direc-

|

Charles Lewis, bureau chief of the
Hearst Newspapers; Peter Prichard,

The Student Activities Commission
(SAC) allocated Oct. 25 approximately
$4,000 in extra funds from last year to
19 campus organizations.
SAC reallocates funds for two
reasons, according to Chairman Adrian
Delancy. Delancy said it first gives clubs
the opportunity to receive funding for
additional events that they did not anticipate or include in their spring requests.
Additionally, Delancy said many
clubs are unsure of details concerning
their club events in the spring and wait
to submit their budget requests until
SAC allocates funds from the previous
year. SAC is the main source of funds
for student clubs.
Clubs were required to submit budget
requests last spring, when they were
reviewed by members of the SAC board.
In mid-February when the SAC Budget
Allocation Group (BAG) met to distribute funds, it kept in reserve funds not
spent in the previous year’s allotment
from the Office of Student Programs,
according to Delancy.

Absent from the SAC report was the
Georgetown Emergency Response
Medical Service (GERMS), which now
receives funding from the Department
of Public Safety and not SAC. The student-run medical response team’s
budget came into question last year
when it required more funding than SAC
could provide. It was suggested by some

Baby Back Rib ° Steaks ° Pasta ° Fish
Dinners From $8.95

Reservations Accepted 337- 1500
1050 30th Street, N.W.
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A Choice for GU
Abortion is perhaps the hottest issue facing American
society today. The very word is enough to evoke soul-

4

“HN

wrenching debates over human rights and the role of

:

the state in society. For the most part, battle lines have
1 Slready been drawn and sides taken, spurred in recent

~ months by the Supreme Court decision in Webster v.

: fe In

Reproduction Systems.

On Georgetown's campus,
i

more

bi

|

clear-cut.

The

the battle lines are even

Catholic

Church’s

position

on

abortion is unambiguous. According to the Church,

there is no “choice” — abortion is wrong. Period.
The threat that the Hoyas for Choice group poses to
Georgetown is clear and very real, especially if the
organization applies for university recognition and
funding, which it has hinted it will. Few groups, not
|
even the Lesbian and Gay People of Georgetown
|
University, share the organization's potential to rup~ ture the very fabric of our community.
The university has two choices: to accept the group
| as a legitimate student organization and satisfy their
requests for funding; or to reject Hoyas for Choice’s
request to become a bona fide student organization.
To us, the best choice is clear: the university must

Sot

rupoile Ad

5

:
:

|

accept

Jl

Hoyas

for Choice

as a legitimate

student

or-

ganization, but require the group to include a disclaimer on its flyers and promotional materials saying

UC

the university does not endorse its views. Such is the

10un7 MAOH

solution the university used to reach a modus vivendi
with the campus gay groups, and ithas worked out

A
hie

z

hil 8
:

well.

NR

RE

The alternative is really no solution at all. That Hoyas
for Choice adheres to beliefs that are contrary to the |
disputable. That said,
teachings of the church is not

0

+1

i

however,

a
ate

there must be room for all points of view, just as there
is room for all religions, colors and backgrounds. Such

on pen
go bil

is the very lifeblood of an educational institution.
The

real

challenge

!
| Georgetown
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for

Choice
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for such is the only way one can:
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.
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conclusions
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fundamental is-

{ ‘sues like abortion. But one cannot examine or question
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Steward ‘Society by Brian Jones and

at the University community.
that

Adam Carter is persuasively argued,

boasts about G..U being the Foldest

good Catholic if he or she denies the

3

he

false advertising, and the crime is conjmitted every time Georgetown mails oyt
another glossy admissions brochure that

ask Mr. Lamora then: is a person still a

to Georgetown

ns

Li

:

;

All that said, it is crucially important

Catholic school in the U.S.”

existence of the Trinity? Or the Resur-

, It’s time, for Georgetown to. be true to

meaning does the term “Catholic”

| refor ns:

rection? &. the Svinty of Jesus) Wha

in Citholc traditions, «and mike needed

have

if those who call themselves “Catholics”
have no shared belief in anything?

Supporting . the

Armstre

+ Amendment would be a good ar
Michal G, Pauley

t

Of course, people have the freedomto ~~ SFS "89

|

in

are

with prose sometimes bordering on the

i

needed to nurture the dialogue. To the extent the Hoyas
for Choice add to this conversation of views, they are

tion for those fellow Stewards, however,
I feel compelled to offer a slightly dif-

acted, or-even contemplated acting, in
such
a way as to infringe in the slightest

a welcome

ferent vision for the Society.
First, if “the salient purpose of our

upon the rights, integrity, or opporLamora and Georgetown University are
tunities of any member or group of that ~ guilty. I cannot call myself black, be-

society isto serve Georgetown,” thenwe
probably achieve our purpose less completely as long as we deny membership

community. That is far more than canbe ~ €ause I am white. I cannot be both in
said for the actions of parts of the comfavor of and opposed to D.C. statehood,
munity towards the Stewards. Witness,
OF any other issue. Apples are not oran-

fail to tap the energy and ideas for service of fully one-half
of the Georgetown

and completely HL enoffered by a female

Democrats’ entirely unjustified action in
ousting Jones from their presidency.

5 Pa Gorge
On
gleve
dilierenty,

€

O Donnan and a Sommings Tom, the
nglish
Department. The purposeof the

Though Jones, Carteroo some of the
other leaders of the Stewards may erra

benefits of calling itself a Catholic inStitution, but accepts few of the

:
s
i
skinny kid who wasn’t even supp osediobe a iiding
player, Smith not only fought his way to a team leadership position, but into the national spotlight. An inspiration to his teammates ‘and to all who were
£
t
tch him
play,
the humble kid
ortunate enough
owalc
pay,

Note that the failure to include women
is not unfair to them, for membership
confers no tangible benefits. Instead of
denying women, such failure denies
Georgetown the full potential of a unique brand of service.
Second, the privacy of the Stewards

esa) the

meeting, as you reported, was to discuss
Dan Moshenberg’s tenure appeal and

the pieyions of PaherOt Donovan: $

much good will, talent and energy
for
the 5
ly community to Vie
help. They, and each of thé Stewards, are
true gentlemen of Georgetown, and it is
high time the University community
welcomed them with open arms.
Quin Hillyer

ospels so clearly require. It receives
millions of dollars in donations from
Catholic-run foundations and Catholic
individuals, most of whom give money
because they Dlipvs Coompmioyn is advancingthe causeof Catholic education.
Additionally, the university benefits

rejection of the appea
As members of the committee that, met
with O’Donovan, we want to make clear
that, while we appreciated: the
President’s willingness to meet with us,
we left the meeting feeling frustrated
that the conversation had clarified sd

win more games than talent.
Although
the g gifted freshman
oug

members themselves, not as a “protection
our deeply
nor
asa ofmeans
to. St.personal
Thomasnature”
Moros

|
|

ot

a

void. No,

diverse groups

with

different

views

.

addition to Georgetown

lyrical. With all due respect and admira-

University.

:

i

oya

oops

to women. That denial means that we
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_ As Charles Smith walked off a basketball court for
the final time as a Hoya last March, he carried the

inhi
richment

broken dreams of thousands along with him. A small,

{

from

|
f

D.C.

showed

that

hard

work

and

perspective.

determination

should be seen not as a benefit for the

fly y swatter Alonzo

Mourning received more media attention for his feats

Rrsater Joy.” Instead. = certain

of derring-do,

anonymity of membership (withing ap-

“that

Pande.

anyone

who

oa

followed

senior

leader,

the Hoyas

knew

whom

Coach

d

Chief.”

preserved so that the service maintains a

j
|

Eo
i]
I

Now Smith is gone, fighting new battles for respect
in the NBA with the Boston Celtics. Dwayne Bryant
’

public recognition. Despite the theses of
Jones and Carter, there are plenty™of
"opportunities on a college campus for

j

ja

must struggle to assume the role Smith has vacated as

Th

ompson

nicknamed

“The

€

Co

in

mmander

’

chances of a national title were slim.

the team

looks for new

direction.

|

propriate

guidelines)

should

be

particularly selfless quality, one which

Mourning,

a year

“contemplative

without

self-examination”

any resort whatsoever to

privacy or secrecy.
Finally, in contradistinction to statements made by Society members in

increased play from Dikembe Mutombo.
There's something special about college basketball.
:

other Viewpoint pieces, the Stewards
should always act with at least some
d for th
ailing campus ethos.

winter

the

~ otherwise dull routine that we all fall into by this time

to

bring

to bring
as well.

excitement

iti

more

that

the

community

Stewards

under-

never

have

and

joy

to

additions

to

our

album

of

does

whatever

they

please,

and

a university. But

people

do not

so
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bit philosophically, they offer far too
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Former News Editor of The HOYA
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Moshenberg

H

Live

Up

that took place on Oct. 12 between Fr,

little and had been so unproductive. We

remain dismayed at the prospect of

losingwe Danare Moshenberg
as a colleague,
and
far from satisfied with the

of Archbishop dorm Cori)

of Cardinals

atican

as

Mr.

perched

reasons that have so far been given for

the “Col-

denying him tenure.

in he

We hope that, in recognition of the

Lamora so inaccurately

persistent dismay

describes them (the Cardinals are scat-

HOYA

(“GU

of students and facul-

ty - the President will be moved to

tered all across the world, of course).
To the Editor:
The letter of student Sean Keely in The

:

We are writing in reference tothe
recent front-page story in The HOYA
(Tuesday, Oct. 17) about the meeting

the Society of Jesus, and would not even

logs

olistieriage

i al !

exist wereChurch
it notin established
by the
the
Catholic
America, under
which was
in turn supported by

it

oY

:
To the Editor:

from the prestige and scholarly work of

Jere

.

Must

It

Shri

CIives. a

57

!

Reconsider

Nave a right to get away with logical
contradictions, of which both Mr.

among numerous examples, the College ~ 8¢S; and oranges are not apples.

reconsider this case.

! fois the poly of Mr Roy S lee )
was poziodefendiniplerange, bot joca
for honesty. There is such a thing as

so of

Michael Ragussis
Lucy Maddox
English Department

Should Be Ashamed,”

Oct. 13) has sparked much comment.

In the Oct. 20 edition of The HOYA,
Christopher Lamora (SFS ’91) takes Mr.
Keely
to
task,
arguing
that

:

Georgetown’s decision not to support
the Armstrong Amendment was “most
just
and fair.” He furth
ines
that

:
Board of Editors
:

:

Timothy Flynn, Editor-In-Chief
Karl Hente, Managing Editor

whims
and baseless fears, but
we doowe

“dictates” of the Vatican, because many

Karen Galazin, Enter tainment Editor

it to the University we serve to act in

Catholics as individuals do not obey

>

s

:

Sometimes, in reaction to completely
‘unjustified accusations and abuses of

Church teaching on homosexuality,
premarital sex, and other moral issues.
.

.

Mr. Lamora’s argument is a curious
one. He appears to be saying that one

i
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Sara Jane McCaffrey, Viewpoint Editor =
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avoid needlessly
that weconstituencies.
such a wayits major
of the year. And with a talented Hoya squad, this year | offending

promises
© memories

stand

University

orgetownis not obliged to obey the | Ed Walters, Senior News Editor

It has the power to unite a school during the dreary | Wt"
months,

the

neither expects nor even welcomes

wiser (especially afier the Leemer dchagle), 5 grpecter
to continue his ways of dominance with
the
help o
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need not accept Catholic teaching (as
defined by papal and conciliar teaching)
in order to be a good Catholic. I would

°
Philosophy,

:

is one of teaching. There is a challenge for

and questioning,

d
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Viewpoint
Raymond Jackson

Andrew Billi

Changing

GU in DC:

America’s
Attitude

American,

Native

American or Hispanic American. As
an example of changes in attitudes
towards minority politicians in the
United States, he cited a telling statistic: 40 percent of the members of the
Black Congressional Caucus represent predominately white districts.
For me, this is not enough.
Today, the atmosphere and men-

tality of America is not conducive to
a minority holding the highest office
in the land. Until attitudes evolve, the

White House will remain just that.
It is true that Bill Gray is just one
of a number of African American
Congressmen. And yes, Ron Brown
is the Chairman of the Democratic
Pary. Granted, Colin Powell is the
highest ranking military official in

the country and William Sullivan is
a member of the President’s cabinet.
However, these gentlemen are the
exception. The same Democratic
Party that is chaired by an African
American would not allow Jesse
Jackson to run for vice-president.
The standard is best communicated
by an article from Business Week, “.
. The progress of Black American
has stagnated or declined over the
past 15 years. . . wages for Black men
without a high school diploma
tumbled,

the percentage

of Blacks

going to college declined, the unemployment rate of Black men
soared and fully 43 percent of Black
children now live in poverty.”
As sad as it is, this is reality.
While African-Americans are
struggling to establish minorities in
teaching positions at universities
across the country, to battle
Eurocentric perspectives in’ our ‘curriculum,

to

combat

‘white

supremacist groups, to stay above the
poverty line and’ to fight the system
from overturning affirmative action,

how can the political atmosphere be
positive for a person of African descent to step into the White House?
The time is right for change, for, in
the words of Dr. Martin Luther King,
“The time is always ripe to do right.”’
There must be a drastic upheaval
in the American way of thinking, a
change that has an equally strong
impact as the Civil Rights movement
of the sixties.
The best place to initiate new concepts is in the classroom. Teaching a
broader global perspective starting at
the elementary school level is one
way to promote the various noble
aspects of all cultures. Proper teaching methods and accurate texts can
dispel myths about different races
before they become rooted in our
children’s minds.
Along the same vein, higher education should be more accessible to
minority students. More financial aid
from the government and donations
to black universities from private industry are two methods that would
allow a greater number of AfricanAmericans to earn college degrees.
These steps are just a beginning.
They lead the way to conquering
more complex problems, such as the
scourge of drugs, minority unemployment and discrimination in hiring.
But these changes in education are
an important start. Education can
change attitudes. And when enough
attitudes change, ‘the term “White
House” will only refer to the color
of the building’s stone.
Raymond C. Jackson is a
sophomore in the Business School.

cause of latent feelings related to his
theory of penis envy.
SBA, commonly thought to mean

our world looks like a bowl of alphabet

School of Business Administration, ac-

soup.
Over the past few days, I’ve spent
some time investigating this profusion
of acronyms at Georgetown. I came up
with some very interesting discoveries.
I found that many of the acronyms mean
much more than the words they supposedly stand for. Some acronyms have
two meanings; others have no meaning
at all.
Now, please join me as I take you on
a journey through Georgetown’s wild
world of acronyms.
Perhaps the most fequently used
acronyms at Georgetown are the names
of the various schools which make up
our university. I found out that there are
a lot of misperceptions about the origin
and meaning of these sequences of letters.
Most people assume that SFS was
developed as an acronym for “School of
Foreign Service.” The little known truth
is that the acronym SFS comes from the
fact that when you sound it out,

tually stands for “School with a Bunch
of Acronyms.” Have you ever looked at
the classes that people in SBA take?
Well, I did and it ain’t pretty. BFM,
AFM, POI, FMI, MIS, POM, MS, BP,
SRB and, of course, POA, which stands

for Principles of Acronyms, an absolute
neccessity for all first year SBA students.
SLL is the School of Languages and
Linguistics, but no one calls it SLL.
Instead, most people refer to the school
as Ling-Lang, which, of course, is the

most popular female panda name in the
world.
CAS obviously stands for College of
Arts and Sciences.

Acronyms aren’t limited to
Georgetown’s five undergraduate
schools. Almost every club and organization has some type of abreviation.
GUST,

which

stands for the Geor-

getown University Sailing Team, has to
be mentioned somewhere in this article
because it is simply the most appropriate
‘acronym at Georgetown.
What about GERMS? This acronym
just does not work for me. How comforting is it to say to someone after they get
sick: “Now, don’t you worry, germs are
on the way.” Thank you, I feel much
better now.
DOPs. All I can say is, it’s a good thing
they don’t have guns!
Most people believe that S.J. stands
for Society of Jesus. Not true! S.J. ac-

“ssssssffffffssssss,” it is the noise that a

student in this school makes when he is
sucking-up to a professor.
GUNS, most people think, stands for
Georgetown University Nursing
School. However, there may be more to
GUNS than meets the eye. My careful
research turned up a letter written by
Sigmund Freud shortly after he visited
Georgetown University. In this letter,
Freud asserts that GUNS was subconsciously adopted, not because it was an
appropriate name for the school, but be-

tually stands for Slim Jim. It seems that

drives a GUTS bus is wearing sunglas-

St. Ignatius, the founder of the Jesuits,

ses, shorts, a tee-shirt, and flip-flops.

was a big fan of the popular imitation
beef jerky treat.
GUSFCU. The name of this organiza- .
tion was obviously discovered when the
GUSFCU founder looked at his tiles at
the beginning of a scrabble game.
GUTS stands for both Georgetown
University Transportation Society and
Georgetown University Tanning
Society. It seems like everyone who |

this the GUTS uniform? When I board a
GUTS bus, I often think I will wind up
in Ocean City, but I always seem to end
up in Rosslyn.
The most interesting tidbit that my
research turned up was that the word
Hoya itself is actually an acronym. Hoya
was adopted as our university’s nickname because it stands for Hung-Over
Youth

Academy.

This

nickname

Is

ap-

parently was adopted the morning after
the first Georgetown Homecoming
dance in 1802.
]
I hope this AE (Acronym Expedition)
has been enjoyable as well as educational. Until next time. . . AMF (if someone
tells you that AMF stands for “Adios,
My Friend,” they are full of BS).
Andrew Billig, a senior in the College
of Arts and Sciences, is a staff writer for
The HOYA.

Joseph H. Neale

Tenure Requires
The balance of teaching and scholarship in the rank and tenure process is
critical to achieving the goals of this
university. Today’s rank and tenure
decisions affect the quality of the faculty
who may teach you next year and teach

your children in 2020.

08

For the past five years, I have served
as a faculty senate representative on the
University Rank and Tenure Committee. For several of those years, I have
been the recording secretary responsible
for committing to paper the discussion
which transpires within the committee
on every application.
Recently, I was interviewed by the
HOYA on the general process of rank
and tenure. Shortly thereafter, I discovered comments, attributed to me,

cited out of context in an article about a
specific application for promotion and
tenure.
As a member

of this committee,

it

would be improper for me to discuss,
indirectly or otherwise, any application.
Yet, there it was in print. Equally distressing was the conclusion, attributed to
me, that publishing outweighs teaching
in tenure decisions. This most definitely
is not my view of the rank and tenure
process.
The Rank and Tenure Committee is
advisory to the university president. It is
constituted of eight faculty members
selected by the faculty senate and eight
faculty members appointed by the president. As a university-wide committee,
its constitution includes faculty from the
law, medical and main campuses.
These faculty, each of whom has been

subjected to the rank and tenure process,
bring to the deliberation substantial personal motivation to reach sound
decisions that reflect their lives as facul-

ty and their responsibility to maintain
the standards of our community. After
reading an application in its entirety,
after listening to a formal presentation of
the case by a committee member, after

participating in substantive argument,
each member comes to an individual
conclusion and votes via a secret ballot.

Campus Opinion:

Both Teaching and Scholarship

I have not experienced any exercise in
academic life which is as personally
demanding as the evaluation of a
colleague’s immediate academic fate.
The technical steps associated with
applying for promotion and tenure include: “1)assembly of data on teaching,
scholarship, and service by the applicant
and department; 2)the receipt of three or
more reviews of scholarship from recognized, impartial scholars outside the
university; 3) review of the application
by members of the department at or
above the rank to which the applicant
aspires; 4)review of the application, including the record of departmental
discussion and vote, by the relevant
school committee and deans; 5) recommendation by the University Rank and
Tenure Committee after review of all
documents; and 6) decision by the
university president following review of
the complete application, including
written record of the discussion by
departmental and university committees. Significantly, the complete record
of student evaluations of faculty teaching is an integral part of the application
at each step.
Scholarship and teaching are broadly
defined in the faculty handbook. Additionally, a statement on “Submission of
Applications to the University Committee on Rank and Tenure” has been
distributed regularly to department
chairs. Both documents ought to be
presented to faculty at'the time of initial
appointment and may be accompanied
by explicit, recurring discussions between
faculty
and
relevant
department/school committees about
the standards and expectations of that
department for service, scholarship and
teaching. Most departments accomplish
this during the annual faculty merit
evaluation.
Faculty have a right to understand the
standards, their standing from year to year,
and the precise mechanism by which their
department or school fulfills the
guidelines for submission of applications.
In practical terms, the criteria by

The faculty handbook describes the
which applications for tenure and
published work is the central issue, but
highest indication of scholarship as the
promotion are evaluated relate to the
rather the substance of the corpus of
ability to make original contributions in
published scholarship, particularly that
standards of the university, the
the faculty member’s field of
applicant’s department and field of
accomplished since initial appointment.
specialization. For example, the faculty . knowledge. This generally is evidenced
In this judgment, both quality and Fquanhandbook indicated that, while evidence
‘tity are relevant.
by scholarly publication of high quality.
of teaching quality is not defined simply,* + The! index ‘of quality ' is" derived ‘very © In the final analysis, a positive recomit includes an ability to communicate, to “much: from the discipliné of the faculty +4 mendation for promotion or the grant of
encourage, to stimulate and to obtain “member.
tenure requires that both teaching and
The published record of scholarship is
from students the fullest expression of
scholarship meet university standards
most important because the work can be
their abilities.
for quality. Neither can be said to outIn the guidelines for applications, two
judged in the context of the quality of the weigh the other, but a failure to meet a
journal or publisher which presents it,
sources of data on teaching quality are
high standard in either area will substanidentified.. These are Teacher and
the quality of the reviewers who contially reduce the chance for a positive
Course Evaluation Forms and critiques
action.
tribute to this process and the response
of the entire peer group of scholars in
written by senior colleagues who have
Such a policy is very demanding of
this area.
directly observed the classroom process.
faculty. Some would say it is impossibly
Both

types

of evaluations,

a teacher, the chances that the Commit-

tee will recommend tenure or promotion
are remote, whatever the quality of
scholarship and service. One effect of
this emphasis on teaching quality can be
found in the very positive teaching
evaluation data which are obtained, on
average, across undergraduate courses
at Georgetown. In several departments,
more than 80 percent of the students rate
the faculty in the highest two categories
out of five on the global question,
quality of the teacher.
New faculty often need time to
develop as teachers and this is widely
appreciated within the university. Nonetheless,

successful

A

I know pub-scummed shoes.
L.D. Way
SBA ’92

tenure

actions

generally require a clear trend in student
and peer evaluations of teaching that
support the conclusion that the applicant
is likely to meet or exceed these high
norms achieved by her or his peers on
the main campus.
Quality teaching alone is not sufficient
for promotion and tenure; scholarship
can be said to bear substantial weight.

treads —

Michelins

members

of

the

demanding.

ought to participate in annual discussion

tenure rarely is granted without promotion to the associate rank. Reluctance to
grant tenure without promotion derives
from the uncertainty as to the likelihood
of future academic success of faculty
whose achievements during the pretenure years are not sufficient to warrant
promotion. The long term consequences
of tenure and the best interests of the
university militate against this commitment in the light of such uncertainty.
Teaching quality is to me, personally,
the premier issue when considering the
future of our undergraduate colleges.
The rank and tenure process, which I

of their progress in scholarship with
specific reference to goals and standards
of the department and discipline. Written records of annual scholarship
evaluations can be an informative part
of the application.
Another critical step in defining
quality of scholarship is the evaluations
of impartial, distinguished scholars in
the applicant’s field of study. While
debate on faculty quality within departments and schools possibly can be
affected by personal and even political
issues, the consensus of opinion of three
or more independent scholars is often
quite persuasive.
For example, it can be difficult to act

with complete objectivity when con-

It should

be

have observed,

noted,

however,

that

is consistent with this

view and with a balanced perception of
the essential role of scholarship in the
academic life of a very good university.

sidering the career of a colleague whom
one has encouraged and supported as a
friend for five or six pre-tenure years. On

Joseph H. Neale, a 1966 graduate of

the other hand, independent evaluators,

the College of Arts and Sciences and a

whose knowledge of the candidate is
limited to published works and professional accomplishments, provide
explicit justification supporting their
analyses of the candidate’s contributions to knowledge in their field.
It is not correct to say that quantity of

professor of biology, is recording
secretary of the University Rank and
Tenure Committee. Members of the
Neale family have been associated with
Georgetown as students, faculty members and presidents since the
university’s founding.

Compiled by John Toolan
and Sara Jane McCaffrey

Tom Geffert
CAS ’90

Kara Doyle
CAS 91

And Doug

substantial

numbers of faculty are granted tenure
and promotion each year with these
standards in place.

I know what I know. And I don’t
know much.

Archie Wessels
CAS ’90

Nonetheless,

applicant’s department are an important
source of systematic evaluation of the
progression of scholarship in the preténure years. Again, faculty members

are

probably the best.

Mike McDermott
AS 91

Additionally,

conducted

over several years, are important. Does
this mean that. the evaluation forms
which students are asked to complete for
every teacher are important in the tenure
process? In my experience, they are
critical.
If students consistently agree that a
faculty member is mediocre or weak as

Bo knows football. What do you know?
Tire

Lubriderm.

//

}|
!

‘Alphabet City’

Our campus is besieged with
acronyms. From AIESEC to WGTB,

In a/recent speech at American
University, Congressman William
Gray (D-Pa) fielded a question about
whether or not he feels that America
is ready for a minority president.
Gray asserted that America was
ready for a non-white president,
whether African

AKA

I know beaus.

4

Marva Brown
CAS

Zen Bowling.
Chris Lee
SBA 91
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Fi iery Pat Buchanan
Stirs Up Washington

Protest
For Real

Dan Moshenberg, a good teacher,

tenure. They want a greater say in
the tenure process. They want O’Donovan to reconsider. But so far
the protest cries have been little
more than a wimper.
Angry students have already rallied across campus several times
(though in small numbers) and
banged pots and pans in front of
the President’s office. From O’Donovan: no response.
Perhaps no response has come
because the actions taken so far
have not had enough force to
them. Why make a lot of noise
that no one listens to? If it is
O’Donovan’s attention that students desire, they should go for
the jugular. Students should stay
home; teachers should not teach.
Shut the school down. That’s the .

Despite his college troubles, Buchanan, who was raised in

a home on nearby Whitehaven Parkway within walking distance of Georgetown, says he enjoyed every minute of his
youth. He says he was fortunate to have such a childhood.
~ “Iread about how these people had tough upbringings, about
how badly they were treated, and about how poor they were,
~ but I just had the greatest time of my life [during high school
and college],” Buchanan says.
“I cannot conceive of having had a more delightful

childhood and youth than I had growing up in the old ghetto
Catholicism — with the parochial schools, the [Catholic
Youth Organization], the Jesuit high school, the neighborhood
and the troubles.”
~ But for Buchanan, those days are past.

“My memories are very, very fond of all those years,” he
says. “But that world doesn’t even exist anymore.’
Despite his mishaps at Georgetown, Buchanan eventually
graduated in 1961, third in his class. Buchanan earned many
honors, including admission into both the cum laude and Gold
Key societies.

way to protest.

getown, and I didn’t realize how important that was until many
years later,” says Buchanan. “I thought I got an excellent
education at Georgetown. There’s no question about it.”
After Buchanan’s years at Georgetown, he enrolled at the

Yet students must be sure this is
what they want. If the issue of
Dan Moshenberg receiving tenure
is not seriously important to students, then they should stop bickering about it. Students must

Columbia Graduate Scheol of Journalism on a fellowship, and

decide whether they do, or don’t,

subsequently took a job with the St.Louis Globe-Democrat
after graduation. Buchanan moved up to the editorial page just
two months after arriving in St.Louis. It was while with the
Globe-Democrat that Buchanan got his big break.
“About three and a half years after I was in St. Louis writing

have a feeling on the issue, and
then act. Strong action will bring
results, but half-hearted actions
will do little.

~ “There’s no doubt that I absorbed a great deal at Geor-

editorials, I heard Richard Nixon was coming to Belville,
Illinois,” says Buchanan. “It was early December 1965, and

he [Nixon] was going to a cocktail party afterwards.
by the cartoonists at the Globe-Democrat.
“I knew I sort of admired Nixon. I had been a
‘Goldwaterite,’ but I knew he wasn’t going to have
run at [the presidency], so I got myself invited to the

“... the actions

. . held

taken so far have
not had enough

[Barry]
another
cocktail

force to them .”’

party, went over to Belville, Illinois, stiffened by nerve with

a couple of scotches, followed the motorcade over to Don

ti

sma

Hesse'’s house, and went up to Nixon in the kitchen and said

0 think most students and facul-|

‘If you’re going to run in'1968 sir, I'd like to getaboard early’:
Buchanan says he told Nixon that ‘he was "an. editorial’
assistant editor, and wrote three or four editorials a day on all
subjects. “[Nixon] went back'to New York..\. had me checked
out, and invited me up for a long three-hour interview; and I
got the job on the spot in December 1965,” says Buchanan. “I
hooked up with Richard Nixon three years before his election.”
Buchanan’s ties with conservative political figures like
Nixon and later Ronald Reagan have earned him a label as the
fiery conservative never afraid to speak his mind. But how

My | tyshave held back, gontent to give |

O’Donovan the benefit of the”: |
doubt. Many are waiting for his
response. Apparently it’s not coming.
The entire Moshenberg controversy remains unclear. His students and colleagues testify to his
credit. He’s a great teacher, they

say, a good, caring person who
helped students outside of class
through his direction at the Writing Center. But O’Donovan’s letter denying him tenure cited his
lack of scholarship. He hadn’t
written enough books and journal
articles. Was the decision to effectively fire him that cut and dry?
What is needed is a good explanation of the entire matter. The
only person now who could satisfactorily do this is O’Donovan

does Buchanan reconcile his Jesuit education, which teaches

peace and love for the fellow man, with his desire for both a
strong military and a capitalist system?
“I think first a strong national defense preserves all our Basic
rights and freedoms including all our First Amendment rights
such as the right to worship as well as the freedom to speak,”
Buchanan says. “The history of the age and of time tell us that
a nation that thinks it can be weak and free is mistaken.
“With regard to the free market, there is no better system, I
think, that allows men to realize the fullness of their talents,”

says Buchanan. “The American free enterprise system,
American capitalism, is the greatest enemy poverty ever had.
While in his eight years with the Nixon administration,
Buchanan performed many duties, not the least of which were
See BUCHANAN, p. 7

Photo by John Toolan

Pat Buchanan, called “the pit bull of the American right” by George Will, worked for Richard Nixon just seven years after his graduation.

Phantoms Reveal New
A Capella Tunes
HOYA Staff Writer

When asked to name different singing
groups on campus, most people would
begin with the Chimes, go on to the
Gracenotes, the Gospel Choir and
maybe a few others.
- Well, now there’s a new name to add

to the list — The Phantom Singers,
Georgetown’ first coed a capella singing group.
“We got started very informally last
November,” says Margo Heher (SLL
’91), one of the founders of the Phantoms. “Most of the original members
came from the Bicentennial Choir; there

were eight of us. We wanted to go
Christmas caroling around campus, so
we decided to rehearse and find a few
places to sing just for fun.”
Although the group didn’t have a
name yet, they did have a large repertoire of Christmas songs, and they soon
began to give some informal performances. “The Intercultural Center has great
acoustics. We just climbed the back
staircase and sang to the Galleria. The
response was amazing; people came
pouring out onto the balconies,” says
Tom Steinthal (CAS ’90), a former
member of the Phantoms. “We decided
to carol from office to office. We also
went to the hospital and sang in the
pediatric ward.”
. “Lauinger Library absolutely loved
us,” remembers Laina Sundo (CAS "91).
“They invited us to sing at their office

owes it to us. His continual refusal
to confront his accusers is more
than inconsiderate, it’s rude.
Unfortunately, in higher educa-

Christmas party the following week. We
. caroled everywhere.” It was during a
performance at the College Dean’s office that the group got its name.
“Father Davis gave us apples and
asked us who we were. I told him that no
one knew where we’d come from or
where we were going; we were just a
bunch of phantom singers,” says Travis
Sutton (SFS ’91), another former member of the group.
Last spring, the Phantoms decided to
move beyond Christmas carols and
begin practicing more seriously. “All of
us had a lot of sheet music around to
work with,” says Heher. “Our first official performance was last spring, at a
coffeehouse in the Basement. We were
afraid we’d be out of place, but it was
really fun. A drummer from some other
band got up and jammed with us.”
David Fletcher, who directs the GU

Singers, was especially supportive. “I
had met him during an Arts Coalition
meeting and asked him to come listen to
us last April,” says Steinthal. “It turned
out to be one of the best practices we
had. He was really enthusiastic about the
group. I think he knew had badly we
were needed here.”
“Georgetown is not a great school for
music,” adds Sundo. “We all love to sing

four-part pieces, but there just weren’t
any groups like this until we decided to
form one. We’re really needed to fill a

gap on campus.”

The Phantoms say they decided to
remain independent of the Office of Per-

The debate is not trivial. It includes questions on the fundamental philosophies of this university.
Is there no room anymore for a
professor who is just a great
teacher, and not a great scholar?
And what are the criteria by which
Georgetown seeks new faculty
and holds on to those already here?
The entire Georgetown community deserves an explanation.
O’Donovan runs this place; he

Rich in Talent, New Singing Group Prepares to
Entertain Georgetown with Diverse Repertoire
by Laura McNamara

himself, and he is mum.

tion there aren’t that many great
teachers around. And when one is
found who has pleased both stu“dents and peers, he or she should
be quickly grabbed. There is room
at Georgetown for a great teacher
who has perhaps not written
profusely. To say otherwise is
folly.
Teaching — and its twin, learning — is what college is all about.
Research is important; it promotes
knowledge and bolsters the reputation of a university. But the focus
of a school must be on the education given the students. And for
this, a university needs people
who can teach well.
If the administration cannot
Photo by John Toolan

The Phantom Singers appeared on campus last winter, playing impromtu from the ICC to Lauinger Library.
forming Arts. “We kind of wanted to
sing without any strings attached. [The
Office of Performing Arts has] been
very supportive though,” says Huey Jin
Soon (CAS 91).
This 'year, the Phantoms found their
membership changing. “Some went
abroad, a few dropped. We held auditions in September to see what kind of
response we’d get,” says Heher.

“The turnout was so high that there
was only time for people to audition with

members were added to the remaining

four. “We were psyched to have found
such talented people,” says Heher.
Despite all of their talent, The Phan“toms don’t have a director. “We have our

own system for learning songs,” says
Greg Frost (SLL ’92). “If someone likes
a song or knows it well, that person will
teach

it. We

didn’t

want

a specific

leader.”
Soon, who plays the piano, often gives
the melody. “I assign the way it sounds

the Alma Mater, and one other piece,
and that was it. Otherwise, we’d never

in terms of notes, but everyone works

have finished,” says Heher. Five new

have a lot of input,” Soon says.

together on the finished piece. We all

“Our repertoire is growing,” adds
Heher. The Phantoms sing all kinds of
music, from pop and jazz to show tunes.
The group; which rehearses six hours a
week, already has a number of songs
which they feel are at performance
quality.
The Phantoms say they will be performing at Decaturs Nov. 13. “We're
also going to be caroling at the hospital
and doing some community service
work,” says Sundo. The group also says
that they hope to serenade Georgetown
Park with Christmas. tunes.

find room for one good teacher,

then a legitimate reason to protest
exists. O’Donovan’s grace period
is wearing thin; the students and
the faculty need explanations, and

soon. Tenure is too important an
issue to let slowly fade away.
Georgetown students are
motivated students. We must
decide whether this issue means
something to us. If it doesn’t, then
we should stop our petty protests.
But if we conclude that it does
matter, we must make ourselves

heard. Quiet rumbling will do
nothing.
It’s time for action.

AS

Next Monday students and
teachers should boycott classes.
Students and professors at Georgetown are upset about Leo
O’Donovan’s decision not to give

Thirty years ago, Georgetown student Patrick Buchanan was
suspended for one year by the university for kicking a police
officer where he “thought it might do some good.”
Seven years later Buchanan worked for Richard Nixon as
senior political analyst, press secretary, speech writer and
executive assistant. Today he is the heralded voice of the
American right, asserting the conservative line in nationally
syndicated columns and as co-host of Crossfire, a political
forum aired on Cable News Network (CNN).
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Features
Ex-Hoya Buchanan
Now Political Hawk
Advice to GU Students: ‘Start Writing’
BUCHANAN, from p.6
helping Vice-President Spiro Agnew
write his speech attacking the media,
and working on Nixon’s speech announcing United States invasion into
Cambodia.
After Buchanan’s eight-year stint with
Nixon, he moved on to the Chicago

alter the priorities of the U.S. government.
“The press’s role in our society now is
very exalted,” says Buchanan. “If you

take the press as a collective, we com-

pete with the president of the United
States in setting the agenda of national
debate.”
Buchanan also says that if it were not
for the media, the democratic party
would no longer be a significant part of
American government.
- “The press I think as an institution is
really the fighting divisions, if you will,

Tribune-New York News Service, serv-

ing as a syndicated columnist while also
appearing on many public affairs
programs.
Buchanan says that he became a journalist forthe sheer love of politics and
writing, not because he wanted to make
a lot of money. For Buchanan, the road
to journalistic success and financial

of American

security was not a smooth one, especial-

ly considering his conservative
convictions.
“There’s no question being a man of
the right or a conservative, I think you
carry the mark of Cain in American journalism,”

says

Buchanan,

“there’s

no

doubt you carry a measure of baggage.
“There are no affirmative action
programs for conservatives. You've got
to be, I think, somewhat better than the

other guy.”
Having been involved with the media
nearly

all

his

professional

life,

Buchanan has some definite feelings
about the role of the press, saying that
the media has a major impact on society
by being powerful enough sometimes to

liberalism,”

Buchanan

says. “Without the support of the press,
I think the National Democratic Party
would be in virtual collapse.
“The people on the hill are not that
impressive as political adversaries,”
adds Buchanan. “It’s the fact that they
have the press behind them that makes
them powerful. The conservative movement of course is the ally of the White
House and the president.”
From a personal perspective,
Buchanan sees his role as a political
journalist being one which is
widespread, encompassing a large range
of duties.
“I think I articulate the conservative
view

in my

column,”

says Buchanan.

“I'd like to represent the values, beliefs
and convictions of the people from
whom I came.
Characteristic of journalism in the

1980s, there is the increasing trend of

investigations in ethical misconduct
among prominent government officials
as well as famous public figures. And
although it is the media’s responsibility
to report facts, Buchanan says, the press
has often overstepped its bounds by
reducing itself to sensationalism.
“I think [Massachusetts congressman]
Barney Frank and [Colorado senator]
Gary Hart were disasters looking for a
place to happen,” Buchanan says. “But
I do agree that the ethic of the National
Enquirer is starting to become the ethic
of American journalism. The public
lives of private men are fare game. I
don’t know if they should be, but the fact

is that they are, and I don’t know that it

| Commuter
1
5
10
14
15

makes for a better society when we’re all
investigating one another’s personal
lives rather than political philosophy
and ideas.”
Although Buchanan’s list of accomplishments is impressive, perhaps
his greatest achievement was his advancement into the world of political
journalism

without any formal training

in high school or college. Buchanan says
that a large part of his success came from
attending the Columbia Graduate
School of Journalism. He advises Georgetown students interested in the field to
do the same while taking a broad range
of subjects during college.
“As Gordon Strong said during Watergate,

‘Don’t.’
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Letdown of a
kind
“— it a
shame!”
Hive tenant
Boo’s
companion
Becomes
active
Mean
Hackneyed

Shops. Immediate openings for both permanent and tempory Full or
Part time sales associates. Salary $5.50- $6.00. Retail experience a
plus’but a pleasant personality and an enthusiastic approach are the
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SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR
STUDENTS WHO NEED

"MONEY FOR COLLEGE

Bus and Metro accessible.

o blnovo
a vs"Washington, DC 20560

VIP:

abbr.

* Although these are not federal jobs, to apply submit a Federal
4
Application forr Employment (SF-171)

{ sdf

Movie

taggers

* essentials. Benefits include a generous shop discount.

— to: Smithsonian Museum Shops
leat
11600 Maryland Ave., SW: #295B

38

53 Nonsense!

CHRISTMAS AT THE SMITHSONIAN
Enjoy this holiday season working at the Smithsonian's Museum
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44 Cowsheds

. 26 Attitude
29
32

much as you can, but I would set aside
learning of the professional skills until
graduate school because those can be
learned later. Take those things in college which you will not be taking in life.
“You should know all the plays of

elay
hi Siong point
ra way
bac
43 Felt

16 Secret writing

the one real benefit I had. I never wrote
for a high school or college paper, but I
had a tremendous number of English
courses, philosophy courses, religion
courses and some history courses. I
thought that preparation was just terrific.”
Conservative columnist George Will
once wrote, “Pat Buchanan is the pit bull
of the American right.”
Does that description sit well with
Buchanan? “I asked George if he would
let me quote that on the back of my book,
and he said fine,” says Buchanan. “That
doesn’t bother me, although I think
Robert Novak might have greater
claim.”

start writing,” adds Buchanan. “Write as

pi abbr.

ACROSS
Word of woe
Make into law
Govt. agt.
Seed as in
tennis
Water wheel

Shakespeare,” Buchanan adds. “That’s

journalism,” Buchanan chuckles..“I’m
not that high on getting into politics at
the young republican, college level, although that’s all good, as I am on
studying English. I reccommend English
literature, poetry especially. History, but
history is of secondary importance because I think someone who’s interested
will read history all his life.:You’re not
going to read T.S. Elliot all your life.
“The way to learn how to write is to

Every Student is Eligible for Some Type of
Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.
We
have a data bank of over 200,000 listings of scholarships,
fellowships, grants, and loans, representing over $10 billion in private
sector funding.
* Many scholarships are given to students based on their academic
interests, career plans, family heritage and place of residence.

. 5108 MacArthur Bivd., NW.
©

(Near Listranl's)

Washington, D.C.

966-2523

We carry a full line of Nexxus,
Vavoom and Paul Mitchell
products for retail sale

FREE CONSULTATION
With All Services

* There's money available for; students; who; have been; newspaper car:
riers, grocery clerks,
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The Georgetown University Lecture Fund
November
Monday.

N

Calendar of Events

- The Honorable Jimmy Carter will be conducting a town meeting from
10-11:30 a.m. in Gaston Hall. A movie of the Carter Center (Atlanta, Ga.) will be shown for about 15
minutes and then Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter will take questions from the audience. Tickets will be
available Friday, November 3, 1989 from 12-4 p.m. in the Leavey Center Art Gallery.
+
Christine Qunta, a south African in exhile living in Zimbabwe will be
r7..1
Novem
speaking on Apartheid. Ms. Qunta is a lawyer as well as an author who is still very active in the fight |
for freedom for blacks in South Africa. The lecture begins at 7:30 p.m. in Reiss 103.
mber
6, 1

Tuesday, November 14, 1989- Monica De Grieff, former minister of Justice in Colombia will give her
insights on international law. She will particularly address the issues of extradition, sovereignity and
the legal system of Colombia as they relate to the drug trade. Lecture begins at 7:30 p.m. in Gaston
Hall. This is co-sponsored with the Pre-Law Society.
Wednesday, November 15, 1989- The Robert F. Kennedy Award will be presented to Fang Lizhi,
Chinese Astrophysicist who has been a leader in the Chinese people’s struggle for democracy.
Polish Solidarity leader, Lech Walesa will provide the keynote address. Tom Brokaw, NBC News
anchor is Master of Ceremonies.
Tickets will be available Thursday, November 9, 1989 from 9:30-until 1:00 p.m. in the Leavey Center
|
Art Gallery— please bring I.D.
Monday, November 20, 1989- A debate on the issue of Drug Legalization will take place between Dr.
Ethan Nadleman (Princeton University) and Dr. Alim Mohammed (Nation of Islam) at 7:30 p.m. in
Gaston Hall. This debate promises to be an exciting forum for the discussion of a different approach
to solving our nation’s drug problem. This lecture is co-sponsored with the Black Student Association.
For more information call 687-1643.
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Entertainment
Ask

ment and the Hoyas’ 2-6 record have
any cosmic coincidence? Is it possible that most teachers are not
looking to instruct young academians,
but rather drive students psychotic
with midterm tests and research
papers? Finally, since we are on a

Moira

since his psyche has probably not radically changed since he led last year’s

first-name

Well, first of all, I’m glad I may ask

pronounce your name correctly?
- Dr. Who Confusions

a question of you. Since reading last
Friday’s issue of The HOYA, I am

does

one

Dear Who:
Well, first of all, I’m glad you asked
Moira. Glacken’s comments are cer-

confused. In the sports section, head

football coach Scotty Glacken was
quoted as saying, “I’m not looking to
teach young people. I'm looking to
win football games.” Does this state-

Ils gu

Classifieds
METRO WASHINGTON TALENT
CONTEST - $2,500 First prize. National exposure. All types of talent welcome. Call: (202) 944-9695
FUR SALE- Huge selection, previously owned, all types, very low prices,

Sun., Nov. 5, Wed., Nov. 8. Sun. 12-6,
Mon, Tue 10-8, Wed 10-6. BNAI ISRAEL, 6301 Montrose Road, Rockville.
ATTENTION

how

- GOVERNMENT

Sursum Corda Dance-a-thon.

ADOPTION - Loving, childless couple
seeking to adopt. Will pay medical and
legal expenses. Call John and Karen
collect (301) 946-6492.

THINK SPRING - Out-going? Well-organized? Promote & Escort our
FLORIDA SPRING BREAK trip. GOOD
PAY & FUN. Call Campus Marketing.
1-800-423-5264.

Ziggy Marley’s “To-Moira People.”

NATIONAL MARKETING FIRM
seeks mature student to manage oncampus promotions for top companies
this school year. Flexible hours with
earnings potential to $2,500 per
semester. Must be organized,
hardworking and money motivated. Call
Jenny or Myra at (800) 592-2121.

GREENPEACE ACTION - Nuclear
Weapons Insanity, Toxic Madness, Harpooned Whales, Smash Apathy! Make
Some Waves. Hrs. 2-10 FT/PT. Brad
667-7814.

ATTENTION - HIRING!
Govemnment jobs - your area. $17,840 $69,485. Call 1-602-838-8885. Ext

continue to stay home with children. Let
us lavish love and attention on your infant. Medical expenses paid: Call (col-

SKIERS WANTED - Positions available include ski equipment sasles, ski
clothing sales, and service technicians.

20-40 flexible hours/week, November
thru March. Experience not necessary,
but must be skier, need not be expert.
Near Chevy Chase. SKI CENTER 49th

& Massachusetts Ave. N.W. Stuart 9665413.

ADOPTION - Professor, wife, and our-

lect): (301)424-0006.

Sat. November 4- Miya Hisaka

the '89-'90 Student Travel Services’
Sales Team. Earn CASH and/or FREE

tional Internship Programs at 1-800-

4- 5:30 p.m. in Yates aerobics Room

Winter and Spring Break vacations.
Travel with the best to our exciting ski

A FREE GIFT FOR CALLING PLUS
RAISE UP TO $1,700.00 IN ONLY TEN
DAYS!!! Student groups, fratemities
and sororities needed for marketing
project on campus. For details plus a

WANTED! Students and Clubs to join

LOOKING FOR A FRATERNITY,
SORORITY OR STUDENT ORGANIZATION that would like to make
$500 - $1,000 for a one week on-campus marketing project. Must be organized and hardworking. Call Jenny or
Myra at (800) 592-2121.

vations.
Ronny Romm. Saturday night at
8 p.m. Ronny Romm will be appearing at Gaston Hall. Presented by

fluenced such notables as Paul
Simon and is worth the short walk to
Leavey.

Call

The Woman in White. Tonight
and tomorrow The Nomadic Theatre

presents at the Hall of Nations .

Last year we helped 11,000

Nashington
choose cancer
Bpick doctors,

residents
therapies,
get free

find

money,

* FREE GIFT , group officers call 1-800950-8472, ext.0.
HELP WANTED- New acessory store

opening in Georgetown Park is now
hiring. Flexible hours available. Call
Greta 790- 5844.

ee

%

who's been where
you're going.

ge

KAPLAN

Kaplan Or Take Your Chances

WASH, DC
244-1456

BETHESDA
770-3444

NO. VA
352-TEST

.RAZOR-FUNNY."

BY

can earn great benefits as an Air
Force nurse officer. And if selected
during your senior year, you may
qualify for a five-month internship
at a major Air Force medical facility. To apply, you'll need an overall
2.50 GPA. Get a head start in the
Air Force. Call

MGST DAVE MATHEWS
301-981-7897
COLLECT

Talk to successful MBA graduates. Learn about
financial aid. Look into admission requirements.
All at the Destination MBA seminar.

CALL TODAY.

|| 22:

STUDENTS.
Enter the Air Force

Seminars for Black and Hispanic
college students and graduates.

Classes Forming Now:

TATE:
ULE

immediately after graduaW
— without waiting for the
results of your State Boards. You

Come to Destination MBA.

483-2600
©1987 District of Columbia Division, Inc.

OTHER COURSES: MCAT, DAT, NCLEX,
NTE, CPA, BAR REVIEW, & OTHERS

=

(202) 362-0069

Meet someone

AMERICAN
SY? CANCER
Z2 SOCIETY"

oh

Review Courses

|

promises an exciting and unusually
amusing performance. Tickets are
$4 or $3 with a GPB card.

ted into their first-choice schools. Fact is.
no one has helped students score higher!

GRE
LSAT

rere Rr

GPB, this comic mind reader

Sure, there are other schools. But why
settle? Kaplan helps students raise their
scores and their chances of being admit

Admission $2.00
for information call Office of Performing Arts - 687-3838

MCAT
GMAT

Tickets $5. Call 944-9856 for reser-

WHAT IF YOU DON'T GET
INTO THE GRAD SCHOOL
OF YOUR CHOICE?

Sat. October 28- Jason Taylor

869-7056.

and sun destinations. For more information call 1-800-648-4875.

from the bayous of Louisiana has in-

The Georgetown University Dance Company

SPEND 8 WEEKS IN SPAIN, SPRING
1990- Share American culture with
teachers & students. Contact Interna-

A4304.

Blackbox Theater a song and dance
production about blackhearted villains. Performances tonight at 8
p.m., and tomorrow at 2 and 8 p.m.

transportation and the
strength to fight.
Call us. We can give you a
whole lot more than hope.

Presents a Series of Master Classes.
Featuring classes by Guest Teacher.

Buyers Guide. 1-602-838-8885, ext.

The Basement. Tomorrow night
at 10 p.m. the newly formed
Southern Society will present the
Caesar and Creole Zydeco Snap
Band. This folksy music originating

medication,

little girl all long to adopt baby. Wife will

ROOM AVAILABLE for Non-smoker
house in Adams Morgan. $325 per
month, utilities included. Call 687-7267
days, or 483-4738 evenigs.

ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT
SEIZED VEHICLES from $100. Ford,
Mercedes, Corvettes, Chevys. Surplus

|

To raise money for the Adult
Literacy Program a 24-hour dance-athon will be held in Village C Formal Lounge beginning tonight at 9
p-m. So polish your dancing shoes
and kick up your heels for a good
cause! Tickets are $7 per person or
$5 a couple. If you plan to stay for
just a couple of hours, however, tickets are only $3.

like “tomorrow”. . . as in, of course,
“The sun’ll come out - to-moira,” or

YOUR TYPE! Typist. $2 per page.
English M.A. 338-4212, 10a.m. to 9p.m.

tax property. Repossessions. Call 1602-838-8885, ext. GH4304.

Glacken’s attitude is a direct factor in
the win-loss department.
And now it’s time for a quick
Phonics lesson. The proper, albeit
peculiar, pronunciation of my
moniker is mar’-9. For those not acquainted with our long-lost friend the
schwa, simply keep in mind words

tainly cause for concern: they indicate
that the Division III football coach
might envision himself not on Kehoe

R4304.

HOMES from $1 (U-repair). Delinquent

On the Hilltop

team to a 6-2-1 record, it’s doubtful if

Dear Moira:

basis,

THE WEEKENDER

Field, but at RFK Stadium or even on
the beaches at Normandy. However,

TENE

IRE

CORT

gra aa

[Siar

ee
TTIAZZES YOu?

aN

gL

RRR REET ETRE
ALR on Lt Uj Sb :

The Destination MBA Seminar will be held:
November 18

9 a.m. to noon

You're also invited to meet representatives from nationwide graduate business schools at the MBA Forums from
noon to 4 p.m.

Capital Hilton
16th & K Sts., NW
Washington, DC

fon

Something's

—————————
National

Society

NSHMBA
of Hispanic MBAs

——

¢

LET US CUT YOU IN
ON A GREAT DEAL.

Always Cookin' At
d Chadwicks.

A)

gh 87%

OO
OO

Ety saturday

11:30 am tl 49

12 Price Burgers

Every DAYbeer!
,
14 oz. 0a ft

SAVE $2

Ry

ON YOUR NEXT SUPERCUT!
Bring this coupon on your next visit and we'll give you $2 off a Supercut

OR
GET A FREE HAIRCARE KIT
WITH YOUR NEXT SUPERCUT
Includes shampoo, conditioner and brush. ($7.00 value)

ALEXANDRIA, VA
(703) 824-0015

7725 EASTPOINT MALL
BALTIMORE, MD
(301) 282-0200
354 W. MAPLE AVE.
3416 CONNECTICUT AVE., NW
VIENNA, VA
WASHINGTON, DC
(703) 255-0677
(202) 244-6800

wre SUPERCUTS

Every Day-- Mon th
BeGP the

is

Nowerber its Budweiser)
ery Day.
: ae satellite.4 100pS:

“Juste SE nner apecies

Cece Cg
Np Ne.

\o fit your budget

:

4

:

- You don't need an excuse to have a good time! Chadwicks
is a great place to play and a great place to work— ask
about our job opportunities.

6282 ARLINGTON BLVD.
FALLS CHURCH, VA
(703) 538-4010
4694 KING STREET

FO

3

Serving the Hoya
community since 1967.

|

Proof of age (21 years) required to
purchase and consume alcoholic
beverages.

Chadwicks in Georgetown
3205 K Street, NW
333-2565

Ele AT Ge ROLES ISON
i [FT [AAT E
SALAH
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EL BITOUNN
Dre NEE
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Ere LR
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CARY BROKAW
BLINN
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RESTRICTED ==>
i
© UNDER17 REQUIRES ACCOMPANYING|
Bui

LJ [LT

CINEPLEX ODEON
THEATRES

ro

ns ®

EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT NOW SHOWING!
2.:15 4:15
CINEPLEX ODEON WEST END 1-4,
7:15 9:45
1101-23RD ST. N.W.
(FRI/SAT 12MID

|
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Entertainment

This

it

‘Improv.’ Doesn’t
Miss A Beat

‘Dream
Lives On

Troupe Lets Audience Direct
The Action at the Biograph

by Tajamica Paxton

of the

by John McGreal

Special to The HOYA

Red

Sea.

After

asking

the

audience for an-historical event, the two

HOYA Staff Writer

From the small, sparse stage of Ford’s
Theatre bursts a jubilant production
# radiating the exuberance and fervor of
* gospel music. Don’t Let This Dream Go
i is a soul-stirring musical that celebrates

Okay, try this: take four random and
completely unrelated phrases and,
without thinking, put together an
hysterically funny anecdote. Or this:

told the story of Red Sea with sequential
sentences beginning with the letter Z
and ending with the letter A.
The comic high point of the ivertag
unquestionably occurred with a skit by

: the life of the late Mahalia Jackson, one

devise humorous stories with a friend,

Drabib and a plucky actress named

“of the most influential pioneers of gospel
.music. This thoroughly enjoyable
sproduction chronicles her exciting
(career, from her bitter beginnings in
:New Orleans to her triumphant perfor‘mance at the 1963 March on
‘Washington.

each of you saying one word, and then
building sentences with ideas from a
staring audience.
Sound tricky? Confusing? Well, the
comedy troupe of Improvisation, Inc.
riddled last Saturday night with humor
as they spun fabulously funny tales and
skits at a breathtaking pace. For one full
hour the seven members of this wacky
and wild group entertained its audience
without missing one improvised beat,
proving absolutely delightful as they
played off each other’s talents and the
crowd’s enthusiasm.
The amazing aspect to this show is that
it is entirely unrehearsed, because the
troupe relies on the audience’s suggestions and ideas for that evening’s performance.
. One skit involved a parody on sound
dubbing in foreign films. In traditionally

Rhonda Keyser. Doing what they called
“Changing Realities,” these two actors
bantered back and forth, changing
scenes and settings at the slightest cue
from their counterpart.
For example, the two started off in a
morgue identifying a victim, but when

"Don’t Let This Dream Go boasts an
extraordinarily talented cast, headed by
the inimitable presence that is Queen
‘Esther Marrow. Not only does Marrow
perform in this play, she also wrote it.

The staging must also be commended as
superb, for the actors performed intricate dance numbers with ease and
command.

Add

to this brilliant, vivid

costumes and lights, and what is born is
an utterly exhilarating theater ex‘ perience.

~

This production is a celebration of the

uniqueness and spirituality of the traditional black church. It features some of

dubbed

films,

the

translation

is, of

Jackson’s most memorable renditions of .

course, fitted to the mood and actions of

such gospel classics as “Move On Up A

the movie. Improvisation Inc., however,

i Little Higher,” “Didn’t It Rain,” and the

‘tour de force, “I’ve Been ’Buked.” As
well, some original compositions by
‘Marrow are showcased.
i The outstanding singing of the cast,
led by the rich voice of Marrow,
provides

a sumptuous

spiritual

ex-

perience, taking one back to the
neighborhood church on a Sunday
‘morning. The enthusiastic “umms” and
i“ahhs” of the cast and the inviting rhyth‘mic music made it pleasantly difficult to
distinguish the stage from a church
choirstand.
|

Some members of the audience were

'so completely engrossed with the rousing performances that they joined in
with zeal. Soon the air was filled with’
the sounds of clapping and singing from
the -audience. Even those unfamiliar
with; the songs;~or even the mode of

expression, felt stirred with jubilee, and
began to sing.

presented their own version of this con-

Queen Esther Marrow stars in Don’t Let This Dream Go, a tribute to the late Mahalia Jackson.
Jackson’s singing career began rather
inauspiciously in her father’s church. As
the years passed, however, Jackson and
her magnificent voice stormed through
color barriers to inspire a world of
people and decades of singers. Her flirtatious and rather raucous performing
style was certainly not appreciated by
all. But her unwavering devotion to
people, civil rights, and gospel music
was, and still is, applauded by
thousands.
God and the church are portrayed as
the very cornerstones of Jackson’s existence. The strength she received from her
faith was clearly evident in-the strong

outpouring of emotion which characterized her interpretations of gospel
classics.

One of the first black singers to grace
the austere stage of Carnegie Hall, and

to sing at a Presidential Inauguration,
Jackson traveled the world with her message of hope. Her classic rendition of
“Move On Up A Little Higher” sold over
a million copies — a first for not only

cept.

Jackson. Yet, the striking white sequin
gown worn at the end symbolized her
purity and grace.
True to the legend of Jackson, in closing Marrow encouraged members of the

Jackson, but for gospel music as well.

audience, young and old, to refuse to “let

The exuberant music of Don’t Let This
Dream Go brings to life this “Queen of
Gospel Music.” From “St. Louis Blues”
to “I’m Truly Blessed,” this production
captures the spirit of ’Halia (as she was
affectionately called) and delivers it
wholeheartedly to the audience.

go of your dream.” Marrow asked the
audience to look to Jackson as a model
—

to believe

in oneself,

and

remain

steadfast in faith in God.
In the immortal spirit of *Halia, Don’t
Let This Dream Go is an astounding
tribute to the praiseworthy singer who
helped increase the impact of gospel

The extravagant gowns worn by Marmusic worldwide; and leave behind a
row complemented the performance,
and further brought to life the many . legacy of dedication and pure deters 4
mination for generations to come.
a
facets of Jackson’s character. During a
particularly rousing spiritual medley,
Don’t Let This Dream Go will be
playing at the Ford Theatre through
Marrow donned an elegant red velvet
gown that personified the radiance of
Nov. 12.

Working with the theme of “window
wiping” (hey, it was a suggestion from‘the audience) the performers ingeniously weaved a hilarious story with offstage voices providing dialogue, while
on-stage actors conformed to the spoken
plot. While at times the actors seemed
befuddled as'to the direction of the story
line, this confusion was both challenging to the troupe and entertaining for the
audience.
Troupe members Dave Drabib and
Brian Ballantine then delivered their
own improvised version of the parting

Keyser

transformed

x

Macintosh’ computers have always been easy to use. But they've
never been this easy to own. Presenting The Macintosh Sale.
Through January 31, you can save hundreds of dollars on a variety
of Apple® Macintosh computers and peripherals.
So now there's no reason to settle for an ordinary PC. With The
Macintosh Sale, you can wind up with much more of a computer.
Without spending alot more money.

tions and zany facial expressions.
Drabib was also excellent, helping put
together oddball skits with impeccable
comic timing.
Improvisation, Inc. gleefully presents
the

art of comic

reaction

Write to ASK MOIRA.
The HOYA, 421 Leavey

Now through January 31
©1989 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.

QD
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Print...
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Quit

QD
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aa

The Macintosh Sale.

QD

New
Open...
Close

seme EEL

a

to instan-.

taneous humor. It requires a savvy wit,
unrestrained expression, and the desire
to make others laugh. Each member of
this talented group uses these traits to
weave humorous tales that delight and
amaze a crowd. Each night brings new
tales and new reasons to laugh.

She’ helped you before, she’ll help you again.

Save

Medical Center Library
or Purchasing
687-1083

a

former Miss D.C. Elva Anderson, for
example, were remarkable in their reac-

Al:

~ youcanevendo this:

to

Founder Jim Keeney - a savvy comedian in his own right - has managed to
assemble seven very humorous, quick
and witty performers.
Keyser and

x

With Macintosh

a scream

whimper, the scene changed immediately to a dentist’s office, with Keyser
playing the role of a patient in severe
pain.
This midnight performance was wellter
attended, and the Biograph Thea
provided a cozy atmosphere conducive
to an act which thrives on intimate
audience interaction. Intense energy and
fast-paced wit characterized this hyper
hour of hysterical, offbeat comedy.

0

0
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‘November Bands
The Beacons
The Bedrocks
~The Roadducks
Derryberry & Alagia

In conjunction with GUSA and
the GSO the Provost will hold an
OPEN MEETING FOR STU-

DENT COMMENT on the draft
HOYA F@D & DRINK
Sat., Nov. 4

5:30 - 7:30 Join Hoyamotion for a pregame drink
8 - 11 Warren Caesar & Creole Zydeco Snap Band
sponsored by The Southern Society (cover)
11-3 Dancing & D.J. ’s (No cover)

Sun., Nov. §

9-1

Tues., Nov. 7

Soul Night with D_J. Tracy Grant

Band Night The Beacons (They can play anything,
even the Partridge Family)

Wed., Nov. 8

)
Thurs., Nov. 9

7-10

Cabaret call backs

9:30

Close Hoyamotion Night with SPECIALS

4-9 ‘‘Monsters of Tenure,’’ student concert for the awareness
of rank & tenure at G.U.

~ Main Campus Five Year Plan
Wednesday, November 8
1:00 to 2:30, ICC Auditorium
j Copies of the draft Plan available
through GUSA & GSO

Cruise Ship Jobs
HIRING

Men
- Women,

Summer/

Year Round. PHOTOGRAPHERS,
TOUR
GUIDES,
RECREATION
PERSONNEL. Excellent pay plus
FREE travel. Caribbean, Hawaii,

Gabon cine |

RESEARCH INFORMATION

Largest Library of information in U.S. »
all subjects
§ Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

500-991-0022

LINES

-

-|

«| may be an art major;
but I know
a little something
about economics”?

Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Information
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-A, Los Angeles, CA 90025

| Entry Level

Youve doneyourhome-

Sales

EDN A

A

WEYERHAEUSER,
Personal
Care Products Division needs
a few top-notch
recent or
December
graduates * in
Marketing to open some new
U.S. Sales territories.
Salary 25K plus bonus, benefits
and car. For complete confidential information call, touch-tone,

1-800-338-1542,

enter

8011

A

when asked.

A
pt A

work. You know where the
best values are. You also

know that with AT&T, it costs
less than most people think
to-stay in touch with your
family and friends.
In fact, you can make a

Weyerhaeuser

10-minute, coast-to-coast

call any time, any day; for less

An equal opportunity employer

ct

than $3.00 with AT&T "And
who else can promise immediate credit for wrong num-

'STUDEN

nm

Ty

ci

EE

or

1.

&FACULTY

bers, the fastest connections,

and the largest worldwide
long distance network?
Nobody but AT&T.

12 round trips from Washington from:

| LONDON
PARIS
MADRID
‘| SAN JOSE C.R.
CARACAS
HONGKONG

219
229
279
207
219
423

Taxes not included.Restrictions
apply.One way fares available.Eurail
Passes issued on the spot!
Intl Student/Teacher ID's.

FREE Student Travel Catalog?!

Councillr
;

If you'd like to
know more about our
other AT&T Long
Distance products
or
services, including the
AT&T Card, please contact your Georgetown

1210 Potomac St. NW

Washington D.C. 90007

209-337-6464

Special Student & Youth Fares to

University AT&T Student
Campus Manager or call
us at 1-800-525-7955
ext, 100.

:

*Add applicable taxes and surcharges.
from New York on Scheduled Airlines!
DESTINATIONS
LONDON
PARIS
BRUSSELS
ROME

OW | RT
$175|$350
215|
415
195
370
275|
550

STOCKHOLM /OSLO
COPENHAGEN
ZURICH
FRANKFURT
. MADRID

| 250|
2501
215]
| 215]
235|

460
460
405
410
450

Add on fares from Boston. Washington, Chicago
Pittsburgh and other US. cities Plus $3 dep tax
$10 custom/immugration fee

CALL OR WRITE FOR OUR SPECIAL FARES TO THE
SO PACIFIC, AUSTRALIA. SO. AMERICA
Eurailand Eurail Youth Passes available immediately

| 1-800-777-0112 |
212-986-9470
WHOLE WORLD TRAVEL
RI

©

PRA

CRS:

17 E. 45th St. Suite 805. New York, NY 10017
Part of the worldwide STA Travel Network

== ATeT
The right choice.
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Sports
Catholic Stomps Georgetown
FOOTBALL,

from p. 12

Hoyas their only points of the afternoon
‘on a 37-yard field goal after the Hoyas
. failed to get a first down despite marching to the Catholic 22-yard line.
Georgetown began on its 40-yard line
with running back J.J. Williams carrying
for a one-yard gain. Freshman quarterback Craig DeGruchy then hit classmate
Matt McLaughlin on a 25-yard completion for GU’s biggest play of the
afternoon.
“I like making big plays and trying to
makes things happen,” McLauglin said.
“Whenever I get the ball, I’m looking to
score and to try to get the team going
with a touchdown.”
]

On first down,

running

back

Billy

McCrea carried for a two-yard gain
before DeGruchy scrambled for a pickup of 11 yards, putting the Hoyas on the
Catholic 32-yard line. Williams lost two
yards on first and ten, and DeGruchy
failed on consecutive pass attempts.
DeGruchy had one of his poorest per. formances of the season, completing just
five passes in 16 attempts for 88 yards
and one interception. Timperman came
. in to end the Cardinal shutout with the

field goal.
Catholic’s final points came in the
fourth quarter on a drive that culminated
with Kohl’s third touchdown run. The
key play of the drive came on third and
13 from the Cardinal 31-yard line. Gibson found receiver John Norman on a
18-yard post pattern, putting Catholic on
the GU 49-yard line. The Hoyas were
assessed with an unnecessary roughness
penalty on the following play, and
Catholic was. quick to capitalize. After
getting stopped at the line of scrimmage
on first and goal from three yards out,
Kohl ran off-tackle for the score.
Coming

into the game,

head coach

Scotty Glacken said that the players get
more motivated for Catholic because
they are crosstown rivals. This intensity
on the part of both squads was characterized by the game’s 16 penalties. Each
team was penalized eight times for 80
yards.
Georgetown was plagued by
Catholic’s ability to turn third down and
long situations into big plays, converting seven of 14 tries to Georgetown’s
one of 12.
“It wasn’t the case at all that they were

better athletes than us,” said Calabrese.

“They just had a few big plays when our
defensive backs were turned around.
That happens when you have good athletes playing against good athletes.”
While the Catholic offense was able to
move the ball with relative ease against .
the Hoyas, the Cardinal defense held GU

in check all afternoon by putting constant pressure on DeGruchy. The stingy
Catholic defense in addition to stopping
the Hoya passing attack also nullified
the running game, holding Williams to
31 yards on 13 carries while McCrea
managed just 28 yards on 11 tries.
Playing an excellent defensive game
for Catholic was senior defensive back
Brain Hennelly. Hennely had two sacks
and one interception which he returned
for 18 yards.
“This win was a long time coming,’
Hennelly said. ‘But it was worth the
wait. I knew that my big game would be
coming soon.’’
“This win was especially satisfying
since

I’m

a senior

now,”

said

Kohl.

“We haven’t beaten Georgetown for six
years, and now we have talking rights for

Photo

Bausch Scores an Ace for GU

ayear.”’

Rugby

Georgetown Wins Lower Matrix
Hoyas Have Chance to Play in Upper Matrix Next Year
by Johnson Ongking
HOYA Sports Editor

After winning the lower matrix of the
‘Potomac Rugby Union with a 31-9 win
over Mt. Saint Mary's last Saturday, the
Georgetown Rugby Club secured the
right to play Catholic University and the
possibility of playing in the upper matrix
next year. But a 30-6 loss to Maryland,

“the second-ranked team in the upper
matrix Wednesday gave its members an
idea of the quality of play they will face
if they get there.
- A win against Maryland would have
given the club (5-0 in the lower matrix)
a spot in a wildcard match for the Eastern Rugby Union Regionals against East
Carolina. ‘And after fighting the Ter‘rapins to a 6-6 tie in the first half, an
upset looked very possible.

i+ Fly-nalf Melvin Jackson gave Georsgetown an early 3-0 lead with a 35-meter
#dropkick, but Maryland answered back
with a 45-meter broken field ‘run, and

and moments later inside center Brian
Monihan ran through two players to
touch the ball down in the corner to

make the score 7-0. Kirk scored a fivemeter try off a penalty to end the half.

Toolan

since last spring.

BAUSCH,

after the converted kick they had a 6-3
lead. Fullback Jim Bronikowski closed
out the scoring in the first half with a
20-meter penalty kick.
That was all Georgetown would get.
Maryland’s superior size and strength
took its toll in the second half with four
consecutive tries to put the game away.
“We hung tough in the first half but
got worn down,” said captain Dan Kirk.
“We lost today because Maryland was
in the kind of condition it takes to play
in the upper matrix, but the first half
proved to us we can play with those
teams.”
‘Scoring was less of a problem for the
club against Mt. Saint Mary’s as they
quickly took the lead 13-0 in the first
half. Jackson opened the score in this
game as well with a 40-meter dropkick,

by pon

Rich Bausch, standing, second from right, has coached the men’s tennis team to 18 consecutive match victories

from p. 12

The high school he attended in
Colorado had a large tennis program,
and Bausch was only one of the top 30
players on the team. He improved at a
fast pace because the competition on the
team was so fierce. “I started playing a
lot of tournaments and began to develop
my game,” Bausch said.

He moved back to Maryland before his
junior year of high school because of his
Club president George Healy opened
the second-half scoring after taking a | father’s job in the Navy and became the
number one singles player at Friendly
pass from the scrum-half and racing
High School. He continued developing,
down the field for a 45-meter run.
and led the school to a regional title in
Bronokowski then beat his man around
his senior season. Bausch received
the corner and sprinted in for a 35-meter
scholarship offers from a number of
try, and Joe Wilson took a pass from
Healy and scored on a 10-meter try," small schools, before deciding to go to
Catholic University.
taking two defenders with him in the
“I was interested in engineering, and
process.
they had a good program. I also knew
Mt. Saint Mary’s scores came on a
that I wouldn’t have the same opporpenalty kick and a four-meter try.
tunities at a smaller school,” Bausch
“Our pack controlled the ball and the
back line was able to get the corner on
said.
theirs,” said Kirk.
At Catholic, Bausch played number
three singles his freshman year, and took
The club will play in the upper matrix
hold of the number one slot his final
next year if it can beat Catholic, the last | three seasons. He captured the individual Washington Collegiate
place team in the upper matrix, Nov. 18.
Championship his junior year, and
The club defeated Catholic, 13-9, earlier
qualified for the Eastern Regional Interthis year.
collegiates (ERI). Bausch made the
“We still feel good about the team,”
-quarterfinals- of the-ERI in both his
said Kirk. “Our sights are set on Catholic
junior and senior year, and came close
and a chance to be in the upper matrix
to reaching the NCAA Championships.
next year.”

With the emphasis that Bausch put on
his tennis game he had little time to think
about his future. “I was unfocused when
it came to getting employed after col-

ment,” he said. “I found a field, and
pitched my tent,” he added.
;

and invited Bausch to play tennis at the
newly-constructed Yates Field House.

When Bausch awoke that morning he
opened the tent and saw many people
surrounding the field. As it turned out,
Bausch had ‘camped in the center of a.
soccer field and a youth soccer game
was about to be played. “It’s a funny

That day, Bausch met Sue Liebnow,
the women’s tennis coach, and she asked

was doing,” Bausch said.

lege,” Bausch said. His friend, Len
Shaefer, was a graduate student at GU,

him to instruct tennis at Yates. Later that
year, Bausch took over the job as men’s
tennis coach and pro shop manager, and
the rest is history.
The following summer Bausch participated in a professional tennis circuit
sponsored by the Penn sporting goods
company. One highlight for him was
competing against Chip Hooper.
Hooper went on to become one of the
top 100 players in the world, and on the
day that they competed, Bausch
managed to take a set from him.
He made very little money on the tour,

but played because “I wanted to make
myself the best player that I could be.”
Bausch added, “If I had a good show-

ing I'd net almost ten dollars a
tournament.” To save money, he
brought a tent with him and camped out
at all of the tournament sights.
One occurrence, however, prompted
Bausch to question his desire to remain
on the tour. “It was July fourth weekend,
and I drove to Greensboro for a tourna-

story, but it made

me question what I

J

He returned to Georgetown the following autumn, and began the task of
turning the men’s tennis program
around. Bausch admits his coaching
philosophies have changed over the
years.
“I used negative reinforcements when
I first started, but now I try to give my
players confidence, and I use more of a
realistic approach. I understand how important a team concept is in collegiate
tennis.”
“Coach Bausch definitely has stressed
a team concept, and that has really
helped us,” said Kirk Haggarty, GU’s
senior team captain.
:
As he prepares to enter the second
decade of his service at GU, Bausch is

as uncertain of his future as he was when
he first came to the Hilltop. “Ten years
ago I never would have believed that I'd
be here now,” Bausch said.
~
“I’m really not sure what lies ahead

for me, but I' know that I feel very satisfied with what I’m currently doing.”

Sports. The HOYA. 687-3415
Well there you have it.

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they're both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you're part of a health care
system in which educational and

THE ONLY WAY TO SEE
MORE HOYA GAMES IS TO
BE ON THE TEAM.

This season, Decatur’s will show every
televised Hoyas basketball game. And with a
direct link to the University’s satellite dish, that
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
A
gives you a lot of games to watch.
All the
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're
networks, plus ESPN, plus the local stations, plus
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015.
:
other cable networks.
All of these combine to bring you the most
ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOU CAN BE.
Hoyas action around.
And, to kick off the
||season, the ACC Challenge game between
Houston’s Restaurant
Georgetown and North Carolina, the first time
these two teams have met since the 1982 NCAA
1065 Wisconsin Avenue
Tournament final.
Currently Seeking Qualified Persons for
Then, follow the action as the Hoyas work
A.M. Wait-Staff, A.M./P.M. Hostesses.
their way through the regular season, facing
teams like DePaul, as well as their Big East
Experience Preferred.
rivals, to the Big Fast Tournament and the
NCAA's.
|
If you are motivated by our commitment to quality
So get ready Georgetown, because there’s no
place like G.U. for college basketball madness,
and our attention to detail,
and there’s no place like Decatur’s for enjoying|
we are interviewing Mon-Wed. 3:30 - 5:00
every minute of it.

=i SPORTS
}
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Football

Catholic Runs Over Hoyas

Kohl Scores Three Touchdowns for Cardinals in 21-3 Win
the Cardinals (6-2).
Kohl's first touchdown came with
13:17 left in the second quarter on a
two-yard sweep. The drive began on the
Catholic 39-yard line after a Georgetown (2-6) pass interference call.
Cardinal quarterback J.R. Gibson, who
completed 15 of 30 passes for 259 yards

by Gene Wang
HOYA Sports Editor

Two weeks ago Catholic running back
Karl Kohl established himself as one of
the top backs in Division III by scoring
five touchdowns against St. Francis.
Kohl then lived up to his billing Saturday as he scored three more times to lead
the Cardinals over the Georgetown foot-

and one interception on the afternoon,

With the victory, the Cardinals
claimed the Steven H. Dean Memorial
Trophy given each year to the winner of
the rivalry. Catholic has not beaten
Georgetown since 1983.
Despite his superior performance,

twice got Catholic out of third down and
long situations during the scoring
march.
On third and eight on the Hoya 39yard line, Gibson hit Kohl on a 27-yard
fly pattern to put Catholic on the Hoya
12. From there, Kohl lost one yard as he
was caught in the backfield on an off-

. Kohl said that he owed his success to the

tackle play. On second and 11, Gibson

guys in the trenches.
“You [have] got to give credit to the
offensive line,” Kohl said. “They’ve
given'me holes to run through all season.

threw an incomplete pass, but came back
on third and 11, hitting receiver James
Enright for a 12-yard pick up to the
Georgetown one-yard line.
Kohl was stopped on first and goal, but
pounded into the end zone on his next

ball team, 21-3, on Kehoe Field.

Scoring touchdowns has become second
Photo by Jim Mangan

nature to me.”
Going into Saturday’s contest, Kohl
had 14 touchdowns in seven games for

carry, for the only points of the first half.. .
With 11:38 left in the third quarter,

Kohl notched his second score of the
afternoon. Catholic’s second scoring
drive began on the Cardinal 22-yard line
with Kohl doing the bulk of the work.
Kohl carried for a seven-yard gain on
first and ten, and handled the ball on the
proceeding three downs, picking up 27
yards to put Catholic on the GU 49-yard
line.
On second and five, Catholic came up
with the longest gain of the day, a 43yard completion from Gibson to
Enright, who caught four passes for 110
yards.. Kohl finished off the drive with
a one-yard run up the middle. The extra
point by Brad Felling gave Catholic a
14-0 lead.
Although the Cardinal offensive line
handled the strong Hoya defense,
Calabrese said that his squad was not
physically overmatched.
‘
Georgetown finally got on the
scoreboard with 8:29 remaining in the

third quarter thanks to kicker Tom
Timperman.

Timperman

gave

the

See FOOTBALL, p. 11

ve.
x
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Soccer

Michael

Smith,

a 6-foot-7

forward

from

Washington’s

Dunbar

Hoyas
Fall to

High

School, has signed a national letter of intent to-enroll at Providence College.
Smith told The Washington Post that he narrowed down his choices to
Georgetown and Providence. He also said he chose to attend Providence
because Rick Barnes’ gameplan was better suited to his style of play and

Pirates

Because he wanted to get away from home.
girs

by Andrew Billig

Women’ s Tennis

HOYA Staff Writer

The Georgetown soccer team’s 1989
season came to a disappointing end this
week when the team failed to receive an
invitation to the Big East Tournament
after losing 10-0 to Seton Hall on Harbin

® eat

Hoyas Compete in
LCAC Invitational
by Jason Levien
HOYA Staff Writer

Although the women’s tennis team
placed ninth out of ten teams at the Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference
(ECAC) Invitational Oct. 27-29, GU’s
performance was encouraging, according to coach Rich Bausch.
This was the first time the Hoyas had
been invited to the tournament, which
was held at Brown University in
Providence, RI. The ten teams that were

invited to compete were selected from a
~ field of 160 Division I schools.
Georgetown has been plagued with
injuries the entire fall season and has
rarely had its entire line-up able to play
at one time. Junior Anne Tillier and
freshman Elena Hurt were unable to participate in the tournament, and this
forced
other players to move up= in the
:
order and face stronger competition.

Field Saturday.

The Hoyas, however, ‘rebounded the
following day with a 8-1 victory over
Manhattanville College. Georgetown

Jeanne Carlin and Kristin Beaudoin
represented the Hoyas in Flight A
singles. Beaudoin reached the round of
16 by defeating Carol Greenberg of Rutgers, 6-4, 6-1. Beaudoin then split sets

against Syracuse

foe Corinna

Bode

before faltering 6-4, 5-7, 6-0. Freshman

Maura Shea was another bright spot for
the team. Shea was forced to play in the
Flight B singles bracket due to the missing personnel but held her own. The
freshman lost in the round of 32, but
.went on to defeat UPenn’s number three
player in a close match, 6-4, 4-6, 6-4, in
the consolation round.
Beaudoin and Carlin, who have been

a strong doubles tandem all season,
reached the quarterfinals of the Flight A
doubles bracket by knocking off
UPenn’s

number

one team,

The pair dropped
Temple

7-6,

7-6.

a close contest to

4-6, 5-7, in their next match.

GU’s Shea and Kim'Couch also played
well, and lost a tight three set match in
&

Flight C doubles.

then

lost to Howard

University,

3-1,

Wednesday to end its season with a 9-91 record.
Against Seton Hall, the Big East
Southern Division Championship was
on the line as both teams entered the
contest undefeated in conference play.

Photo by John Toolan

Georgetown goalkeeper Bryan Gowdy had trouble stopping the Seton Hall offense, giving up 10 goals in the loss.

For the first 32 minutes of the game, the

tinued its offensive surge with 12 shots
and seven goals. Scoring for the Pirates

Hoyas played even with the Pirates.
Both teams had several good scoring

in the second half were Pascarella and
O’Kelly, each with two goals, as well as

opportunities.

Hennessy, Monahan and Joe Alfano.
Georgetown head coach Keith
Tabatznik said that although Seton Hall

Georgetown

goalkeeper

Bryan Gowdy came up with two spectacular diving saves to keep the game
scoreless early.
Seton Hall, the defending Big East

“finished”

its goals

well,

the

day that the Hoyas were not one of the
teams invited to the conference tournament.
Tournament

Pirates

were aided by breakdowns in the GU

Conference champion, began its scoring

defense.

exhibition at the 32:27 mark when Carmine Pascarella scored on an assist by
Pat O’Kelly. Eion Monahan then scored
38 seconds later, assisted by lan Hennessy. O’Kelly finished the first half
scoring one minute and 41 seconds later

“Their goals in the first half came with
players being left totally unmarked,”
said Tabatznik. “It was just aten-second
mental let-down here and a ten-second
mental let-down there. You can’t do that
against a good team . . . .If you give

when he converted on another Hennessy

Seton Hall shots, it will look like shoot-

t. The Pirates led 3-0 at the half.
DineHall at conTrai half, Seton
assisIn the Ssecond

ing practice.”

‘An Instructor
Turned Coach
Bausch Rejuvenates GU Tennis
by Jason Levien
HOYA Staff Writer

i
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At one time, Rich Bausch tried to make the professional circuit
of men’s tennis. Fortunately for Georgetown University, he did
not quite reach that level of success.
In his tenth full season as the GU men’s tennis coach, Bausch
has successfully rejuvenated the program.
Bausch suffered through six consecutive losing campaigns
with the team, before the group began to excel. The program hit

pi

rock bottom from 1981-83, losing 35 of 46 dual matches. In the
seasons that followed, the team’s record hovered around the
.500 mark. Last year, however, Bausch’s hard work and dedica-

li]

tion combined with a strong recruiting class to make the Hoyas
a powerhouse. The team compiled a 16-4 record en route to its
+ first winning season in over a decade.
. The group also successfully defended its Georgetown Invita* tional Tournament title this fall. The Hoyas won the title in 1988
for only the first time in the invitational’s 14-year history, and
' repeated this feat by handily defeating all the other teams this
| season.
* The tremendous improvement continued this fall as the squad
. was undefeated in its eight dual matches and upped its overall

_
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hg

iE]
i
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winning streak to 18 matches. Even more impressive, the Hoyas
l

“captured their first-ever Big East Tournament title, ending the |
monopoly that the Boston College Eagles had on the title for the
last eight years.
. This moment is seen as the pinnacle of Bausch’s coaching
; career thus far, and possibly the greatest achievement in Geor: getown tennis history. “It was definitely the greatest moment
« for the program in more than a decade,” Bausch said.
«

]
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i
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Bausch’s overwhelming success is due in part to his obvious

‘ love of tennis. He began playing at the age of 14, when he paid
* a dollar for four lessons at a D.C. Parks and Recreation center.
Photo by John Toolan
: He spent most of his youth in the DC area, but moved to Cherry
Men’s
tennis
coach
Rich
Bausch
has
turned
the
program
around
in his ten
+ Creek, Co., in 1969, where he acquired the tennis ‘bug.’
years on the Hilltop.
See BAUSCH, p. 11

Cronin,

Ed

Diaz,

Marius

Haas,

Assistant Director of Championships
and Public Relations for the Big East
Conference.
The four teams which will play in the
tournament this weekend in Storrs, Ct.,

defense, holding the Bison scoreless for

are Syracuse University, the University

the first 39 minutes and 18 seconds of
the game. The trade off for playing tight
defense against the quick Howard team,
however, resulted in the Hoyas’ inability

of Connecticut, Seton Hall and Boston

College.
The Hoyas

bounced back Sunday,

however, as Tabatznik notched his 50th

to mount an offensive attack.

Winning 8at All Costs?
It’s terribly important that we win the next
three games. I'm not looking to teach young
people. I'm looking to win football games.

perhaps the University of Maryland basketball
program wouldn’t have been facing sanctions

Hoya

for scores of violations. Ironically, he was

football coach

Scotty Glacken

in the

Oct. 27 HOYA.
+

John

Andy Hoffmann and Porter Ledford.
“It [the victory] definitely feels good,”
said Tabatznik. “This was our best win
of the season. It’s nice to see the shots
goin.”
The Hoyas concluded their season
Wednesday by traveling across town to
face national powerhouse Howard
University. GU concentrated on its

ponents, according to Donna DeMarko,
5

Conference officials announced Mon-

bids are determined by

seedings turned in by each Big East
coach. These seedings are based on each
team’s strength of schedule, won-lost
record and record against common op-

career victory in the win over Manhattanville College. The game was the last
home game for Georgetown seniors

It’s this kind of misguided attitude that has

resulted in the numerous scandals in intercollegiate athletics in recent years.
Certainly Glacken is not to blame for these
troubles. And he should not be accused of running a less-than-clean program in Georgetown
football. But such a comment should prompt
an evaluation of what the proper role of a col-

lege coach should be. |
A college coach should be a teacher . . . and
a nurturer of talent. No, not an instructor of
calculus, but the kind of teacher who can have

a far greater impact on a young athlete. A
teacher of life - because the purpose of the college experience is to prepare the student (in
this case, the student-athlete) for life.
This is not to say that Glacken should not
be concerned with winning. He should be, and
such concern has resulted in Glacken being
one of the most successful coaches in GU football history.
But such success does not give Glacken the
right to abrogate his responsibility as a
teacher. This is not professional football,
where the only concern is winning. He is not
coaching grown men, he is coaching studentathletes.
Norm Sloan would have benefited from
such a lesson. So would Galen Hall. But they
didn’t, and now both the basketball and foot-

ball programs at the University of Florida are
on the verge of receiving the “death penalty,”
or the instant and total shutdown reminiscent
of that at Southern Methodist University
(SMU).

If Bob Wade had listened to such a lesson,

hired to replace the beleaguered Lefty
Driesell, himself let go by the Terrapins in the
wake of the Len Bias tragedy.
Then there’s the SMU debacle itself. Under
two different coaches this football program
amassed enough no-nos to fill a month’s
police docket. Now, after two seasons under
the “death penalty,” they’re back with a team
consisting of nothing but freshmen. Cry all
you want about Jack Pardee and Houston running up that 95-21 score, but they deserve it
for all the rules they broke.
The list never seems to end. Bary Switzer
at Oklahoma. The Houston and Oklahoma
State football programs. The Universities of
Kansas and Kentucky basketball teams. All

athletic teams with long, proud traditions. Too
bad they forgot the lessons of winning and
losing. It is how you win the game.
John Thompson knows this lesson. The
respect he has rightfully earned does not stem
from his won-lost record. Rather, the GU bas-

ketball coach is respected and loved by
youngsters and their parents alike as a mentor,
as an educator, as a positive role model. He

runs a clean program, works to make sure the
vast majority of his players graduate, makes
sure they attend class, and wins.

A quick lesson to Glacken: there’s more to
heading a successful college football program
than just winning. The most respected minds
in coaching at the college level have more
often than noi earned their respect without emphasizing their won-lost records.
It’s how they’ve won, not how much they’ve

won.

!
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GU Looks to Build Upon Achievements of 80s
HOYA Managing Editor

Ten years ago, the Georgetown Hoyas
arrived in the big time.
Led by point guard Eric “Sleepy”
Floyd, the team reached the finals of the
NCAA East Regionals, narrowly losing
to the Iowa Hawkeyes, 81-80. It would
be the opening act of the Georgetown
Decade, and the Hoyas haven’t missed
the tournament since.
Along with such teams as Indiana,
Louisville and Duke, coach John

Thompson’s program has been one of
the few consistently excellent programs
in the country. The 1989-90 edition is
perhaps the strongest since the 1984 national titlists, but it is not without weak-

\

nesses.
The Hoyas’ accomplishments this past
decade rank them among the finest
dynasties in sport over that time period.
Six Big East Conference Championships. A record of 269 wins against only
69 losses (.795 winning percentage).
Three Final Four appearances and a national championship.
Georgetown

has,

in addition,

been

perhaps the finest defensive basketball
team in the history of the sport, thanks
to Thompson’s emphasis on an attacking full-court press utilizing swarms of

percentage and blocking 1,538 shots this
decade.
Last year, Alonzo Mourning and
Dikembe Mutombo came on board to
help ‘GU shatter the all‘timé single-

country. Boston College coach Jim O’Brien said before practice began in October that he thought Mourning would
be the best center in the NBA if he ere
8th fied now:
The small forward position will be.
tougher to fill, although Thompson admitted the team will likely use a threeguard ‘alignment. The coach’s practice
sessions the next month and a half will
determine the starter here from among

Georgetown has left the "80s behind to

“Photo by Teity Wachter

there. But theré’s no one team we focus

on. All the teams have improved vastly.” ?
Allen: Texas’

four candidates:

Milton Bell, Sam Jef-

for their shot-blocking prowess, but also

ferson,
Michael
Bell:
rived at

as offensive weapons in the paint.
Part of the rationale for the new emphasis on the frontcourt is necessity. The
Hoyas lost 38 percent of last year’s scor-

much (3.4 ppg), and actually sat out 12
games in the middle of the season. But
he’s a tremendous leaper with the poten-

H.S.

Anthony Allen and freshman
Tate.
With high expectations he arGU last year from John Marshall

in Richmond,

Va.

He

didn’t

do

“Mr.

Basketball” has

languished on the bench for three years,
but many: still remember his strong
eight-rebound game against Syracuse on
“Jan. 31, 1987. He can also block shots

and is not afraid of mixing it up in the
paint on defense.

“Ill be keying on defense aizain, but >
I’m also looking to score a little more,”
said Allen. “I need to rebound well, be a
defensive threat, and becomea leader on
the team.”

Tate: This unproven quantity comes /

people will always have great expecta-

the two finest defensive big men in the

forge a new identity to correspond with
the new decade. And from all indications, 1990 should be the year of the
Twin Towers: Mourning and Mutombo.
Thompson will rely on the pair not only

Alonzo Mourning led Georgetown last season in establishing the new NCAA record for shot blocks at 309.

But Mourning and Mutombo have one

important lesson still to learn: although
it is vital to keep the opponent from
putting the ball in the hoop, they have to
start putting it in themselves with more
frequency. Thompson must instill this
lesson from day one, even after a new
teamleader emerges from the backcourt.
Last year, Mourning averaged 13:2
points a game, while Mutombo added
3.9 points coming off the bench. This
year, both could conceivably start, with
Mourning picking up the slack at power
forward vacated by the now-departed
John Turner (6.6 ppg in his only season
at Georgetown), while Mutombo takes
over at center.
“I still realize Alonzo’s a sophomore
and Dikembe is in his second year,”
Thompson said. “Because of their size,

ponents to a mere 43 percent shooting

another new defensive standard.
So, from Hoya Paranoia to Rejection
Row, from Patrick to Reggie to Smitty,

thing which the Hoyas desperately need
after losing Smith and Jackson.
“Last year I was in a learning process,”
said Bell. “I was picking up the change
between high school and college. I've
learned, I’ve waited my time, and r m
ready to play this year.”
Jefferson: After three years be doing’ :
little, he came out of nowhere to shine
against Danny Ferry and Duke in the
finals of the NCAA East Regionals
(eight points, séven rebounds). His *
defensive prowess ensures an important’
role in Thompson’s scheme of play.
Said Jefferson, “I’m glad I was able to
produce when [Thompson] put me in

consistent, will be missed. The pair have
taken their games to the camps of the
Boston Celtics and New Jersey Nets,
respectively.

named Ewing and Mourning. The statistics here too are enviable: holding op-

season shot blocking record with 309,

tial to have a good outside shot, some-

Jackson’s outside shot, albeit often in-

tions for them and I realize there are only
sophomores.”
Even without offensive improvement,
Mourning: and Mutombo are probably

rotating guards, not to mention two guys

>

ing when Charles Smith and Jaren Jackson graduated. Smith’s loss (18.7 points
per game last year) is particularly difficult to stomach, since he was truly the
spark of this team.last season, as well as
Big East Player of the Year. And

to GU as a consensus All-American and

last season’s Maryland Player of the
Year. He won't start early (Thompson’s’
freshmen

rarely

do,

unless

they

are

Alonzo), but by midseason, fans will
realize he’s a stronger version of John
Turner in rebounding and taking it to the
hoop on offense. His recovery from knee
surgery will determine how quickly h

+ Cracks the starting tine dpa
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by Karl Hente

The Hoyas’ easy carly- season
schedule will work to their benefit this
year, as it will provide the necessary
time for a backcourt leader to emerge
from

the

group

of seniors

Dwayne

Bryant and Mark Tillmon, sophomore
Ronny Thompson and freshman David
Edwards. Even with the defensive exploits of the frontcourt, the Hoyas will
not advance to Denver without a field
general along the lines of Floyd or
Smith.
Bryant: He has made a steady improvement from his freshman year (35
See GEORGETOWN, p B2

Big East

Michigan
Leads

Is Rich

Top 20

In Talent

by Chris Brown
HOYA Senior Sports Editor,

This year’s college basketball season

by Matt Brennan

is: already shaping
up fo be one of the
best yet. The preseason polls have begun
to appear around campus and speculation about the top: teams has started.
Parity is at an all-time high with any
number of teams equally suited to make
a run for the national championship.
Michigan, LSU, Georgetown,
Syracuse and UNLV top The HOYA’s

HOYA Staff Writer

‘Georgetown: See above story.
For the last seven years, Syracuse has
been blessed with two of the top point
guards in the school’s history, Dwayne
“The Pearl” Washington and Sherman
Douglas.
This season, the Oringemich will be
without “The General” to lead their uptempo and explosive offensive game.
Other than the point guard position,
Syracuse is loaded with talent. All-

national ranking, respectively, but that

order could easily be changed due to this
season’s equality of talent. The most
impressive fact can be seen by looking
at the teams not in the Top 20.
Alonzo Mourning, Billy Owens, Kendall Gill. The list of future pro players
goes on and on. Pretty soon the NBA is
going to have to have 50 teams to accomodate the immense talent coming
out of the NCAA.
Bring on ESPN and. “Dipsy-Doo”
Dick Vitale. Give us Brent Musburger
and

American

One result of the parity among college
teams is the increased strength of the
major conferences. The Big Ten, Big
East and the Atlantic Coast Conference
are coming off excellent seasons and are

improved from top to bottom.
All this makes for yet another exciting
year of NCAA hoops. The. true kickoff
of the season occurs in early December
with the ACC-Big East Challenge and
the season will not end until April when
a new champion is crowned.
see HOYA TOP 20, p. B4

Coleman,

Stephen
:Photo by Jerry Wachter

Syracuse will look to sophomore Billy Owens for more production this year.

LeRon Ellis, a Kentucky transfer who is

Billy Packer at the Carrier Dome

watching Georgetown beat Syracuse for
the umpteenth time in a row. Then throw
in’ Al McGuire feeding peanuts to the
Duke student section while yielding a
chair and a whip.

Derrick

Thompson and sophomore sensation
Billy Owens are all returning from last
year’s squad. Add to that the likes. of

Photo by Jerry Wachter

Dikembe Mutombo is one reason Georgetown is ranked third this year.

Inside:
* Ex-Hoya Bill Martin opened a
sporting goods store two months
ago in the District. Martin played
stints with Indiana, New York
and Phoenix in the NBA before
traveling to Milan in Italy.
Page BS

* Michael Graham and John
Turner shared similar experiences while at Georgetown. Where

did they go wrong?
Page BS

* Whois better, the ACC or the Big

East? You decide.

Page B6
The women’s basketball team,
with three talented freshmen, is

coming off its most successful
season in the 1980’s and is look-

ing to improve.
Page B7
Connecticut, Providence and
Villanova are the cream of the

women’s crop this year.
Page B8

eligible to play this season, and you have
a team which appears to be a lock for the
Final Four. Coach Jim Boeheim will have the
ultimate decision as to the positioning of
this talented squad. There has been talk
of Thompson,

Owens

or

6-foot-6

sophomore David Johnson playing point
“guard. Boeheim also has two highlytouted recruits in freshman Michael
Edwards and sophomore Mike Hopkins,

sometimes lags on defense. Hopkins, a

6-foot-5 guard, averaged 15 points per
“game and 4.5 rebounds per game in his
senior year.
Johnson averaged 4.2 points per game
while splitting time last season at shooting guard with Matt Roe, who

26 points and eight blocks per contest
last season. McRae, a member of the
1989 McDonald’s

Dream

Team,

has a

reputation as an excellent shotblocker

year.
“Edwards is a quick, little kid,” says

and rebounder.
“In the frontcourt, we have a number

of good options.” says Boeheim. “Stevie
[Thompson] and Derrick [Coleman]
will set the tone for us.”

East

All-Freshman Team who averaged 13
points and 6.9 rebounds per game, is
versatile enough to play either guard or

with six players over 6-foot-9. With the
arrival of Ellis, Coleman, who averaged
16.9 points and 11.4 rebounds per game,

of the Big

Newcomer Conrad McRae, a 6-foot10 center from New York City, averaged

transferred to Maryland at the end of last

Boeheim. “He’s a talented freshman, but
we’ll have to see how he adjusts.”
Up front, the Orangemen are loaded,

a redshirt last year.
Owens, a member

10 center who averaged 3.4 points per
game last year.

forward position. Thompson, a 6-foot-4

may be able to switch from center to his

guard/forward with an excellent vertical
leap and who has been on the receiving
end of many alley-oops from Douglas in
the past, may have a difficult time
making the transition to the frontcourt.
Edwards, who averaged 31.8 points
per game and eight assists per game last

natural position of power forward. Ellis,
who averaged 16 points and 5.5

season, is an excellent ballhandler but

frontcourt is Richard Manning, a 6-foot-

rebounds per game last season for the
University of Kentucky, gives the Oran-

gemen a true center. Only a junior, Ellis
has good shotblocking ability.
Another player seeing time in the

The big question remains the point
guard position, but Syracuse has a pool
of talent from which to pick a new floor
leader. This year, Coleman will attempt
to avenge the Orangeman’s defeat to
Indiana in 1987 NCAA Championship,
where he missed the front end of a oneand-one with seconds remaining only to
fall to Indiana’s Keith Smart’s fateful
jumper from the wing.
See BIG EAST, p. B2
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Close Out a Decade All Their Own
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Men's

Basketball

Twin Towers Look to Dominate
Mutombo, Mourning Anchor Powerful Georgetown Frontcourt
GEORGETOWN, from p. Bl
percent shooting from the field) to last
season, when

he upped that number to

50 percent. A natural point guard who’s
no longer afraid to throw up the shot, he
has the best chance to emerge as floor
leader

Tha

aac

hava

navar haan

ahle

to hit the outside shot with regularity, so

Tillmon: His career took a step back-

anything approaching Bryant’s numbers
last season will be a bonus.
“I’ve worked on my outside shot a lot
[over the summer],” said Bryant. “I feel
better about it. In the past I lacked confidence in my shot, but not anymore.”

ward last season, as he fell from a 13.8

ppg average his sophomore campaign to
only 8.3 last season. A nagging back
injury suffered while chasing a loose
ball in the team’s exhibition against
Yugoslavia last November hampered
his play the entire season, but he has
shown consistent shooting ability in the
past . . . if he has the open shot. If he
makes a strong showing early on,
Thompson can design the offense to give
him that shot.
“There’s going to slap down on Alonzo and Dikembe a lot [this season],” said
Tillmon. “I’m considered to be one of
the shooters this year. I worked on my
overall game and I’m pleased with [my
workouts] this summer.”
Thompson: He arrived last season
with one claim to fame: he was the
coach’s son. He ended it after proving to
a national television audience that he
can hit the jumper from 25 feet (11
points against Syracuse in the regular
season finale), not to mention three
clutch technical free throws with 33,000

Carrier Dome faithful screaming in his
face. He'll be called on to pick up more
of the slack this season.
“I’m a big guard, so they’ll be counting on me to rebound more,” said
Thompson. “It’s hard to tell in
preseason, but everything looks good.”
The coach’s son said he did not feel
pressure while shooting those technicals
last March. “When I got to the line, I
really didn’t think about it. It’s hard to
block it out in your mind, but I didn’t
think about it until I was done.”
Edwards: He broke the New York
City career scoring record with 947
points for Andrew

Photo by Jerry Wachter

Mark Tillmon will be the main outside scoring threat for the Hoyas.

Jackson

H.S., and,

according to Kenner League observers,
has some of the quickest hands and
flashiest moves they’ve ever seen. In
one summer league game, he grabbed a
offensive rebound on the baseline and in
one motion, put the ball between his legs
and swooped in for the open layup.

:

Thompson will force him into a team
concept and cut down on his flash before
he gets substantial playing time.
Whichever of these eight players who
do not grab the final three starting berths

won’t languish on Thompson’s traditionally heavily-used bench. There are,
in addition, four more Hoyas who will

be called upon as role players.
Two are newcomers. Antoine
Stoudamire arrives from Oregon where

he averaged 23 points and 14 boards a
game his senior year. At 6-foot-3, he’ll

be counted upon to be one of
Thompson’s rotating guards. Mike
Sabol, at 6-foot-7, and with a reputation
as a strong passer and rebounder, will

back up at small forward. In a Kenner
League game this summer, he showed a
willingness to mix it up inside in a scrap
with Maryland’s powerful Jerrod Mustaf. Finally, Johnny Jones and Kayode
Vann return, with hopes of making it off
the bench in closer games as well as
blowouts.
Thompson said he doesn’t expect the
freshmen to step in and become team
leaders immediately, instead relying
heavily upon the upperclassmen for
leadership. “I don’t think that you can
have a freshman coming in and in the
beginning know what Georgetown basketball is about, because he hasn’t experienced it.”
The

coach

added,

“I don’t

think

a

freshman can come in and give leadership to a system, not unless he’s an ex-

ceptionally wise person, anymore than
on the first day of school you can’t take
the final exam.
“As a good friend of mine

said, ‘It

takes athletes to win games, but it takes
players to win championships.”
Thompson needs only one win for 400
in his illustrious Georgetown career.
He’ll get it in his team’s regular-season
opener Dec. 2 against Florida International. But then the next game will be
more of a challenge.
Georgetown battles North Carolina

Photo by Jerry Wachter

Senior Dwayne Bryant will be the floor leader for the Hoyas this season.
Dec. 7 in the final game of the ACC-Big
East Challenge in the New Jersey
Meadowlands. It will be the teams’ first
meeting since Fred Brown's errant pass
cost the Hoyas a shot at the title in 1982.
The Hoyas’ next early test will come

on Dec. 20 from the Virginia Tech
Hokies, led by senior point guard
"Bimbo" Coles. Coles finished first in
the Metro Conference in scoring,
averaging 26.6 points per game last
season.
Georgetown will also face the Florida
Gators late in the season. The Gators,

who may be put on probation by the
NCAA,

are

led

by

center

Dwayne

Schintzius and forward Livingston
Chatman.
Basketball Digest has already picked
the Hoyas to win its second national
championship this season; Inside Sports
picked them second behind Chris Jackson and LSU. Admittedly, Georgetown
has very few weaknesses, but before GU
students can make their plane reservations for Denver, the Hoyas must find a

new backcourt floor leader and improve
their frontcourt offensive production.

In the Big East, Who Ends Up Where is Anybody’s Guess
Byrd (24:8 ppg, 11 tpg, 5 steals per

ing (19.6ppg) and rebounding (9.6 rpg)

game), is a wiry athlete who was a member of the 1989 McDonald’s Dream
Team. Bain resembles former Wildcat
standout Mark Plansky and is a heady
team player who can shoot the three or
take it inside the paint. Playing for Flint
Hill (Va.) last year, Bain averaged 20.5
points and 11 rebounds per game while
leading his team to a 91-5 record over
his four-year career.
It will be Massimino’s
job this year to
weed through all this young talent to
create an effective starting lineup. Villanova is picked to finish fifth this year
in the Big East, but may surprise a number of tough teams if the young players
come on early this season and if Greis
and Taylor take over the leadership
roles.
After making an early exit in last
year’s Big East Tournament, St. John’s
came back in dramatic fashion to win
five games and capture the National Invitational
Tournament
(NIT)

last season, dominated the frontcourt for

Championship,

Pitt last season winning the Big East
Rookie of the Year Award and being a
First Team All-Big East selction.
Martin, a 6-foot-9 junior, played solidly last year averaging 12.2 points and 7.7
rebounds per game. Over the summer,
Martin gained 15 pounds to adjust to the
physical style of play in the Big East.

University. Coming off a 20-13 record

With

the grdduation of Matt Brust.

Oklahoma

but falling to Siena, Boston

College and Duquesne.
This season, Coach Paul Evans will
look to floor leader Sean Miller and
All-America candidate Brian Shorter to

provide the leadership for the Panthers.
Last season’s starting lineup consisted
of five sophomores, Miller, Shorter,
Jason Matthews, Darelle Porter and
Bobby Martin. Senior Rod Brookin,

who played in the sixth man role last
season, brings his shooting touch back
this season. Pitt rarely went deeper than
seven players last season with senior Pat
Cavanaugh, a backup point guard,
rounding out the seven.
Shorter, who led the Panthers in scor-

the

addition

of

6-foot-10

sophomore Darren Morningstar, a transfer from Navy, Martin may be able to

last

season,

the

73-65,

over

Redmen

St.
return

tie finish, Pitt is picked to finish third this

season in the Big East. Shorter will be
asked to pick up where he left off last
sesaon by providing much of the scoring
punch.

Overall,

with

one

of the best

backcourts in the country and Shoter and
Martin upfront, the Panthers look to be
contenders for the Big East title and the
NCAA crown.
The nucleus has graduated but extraordinary talent remains on the
Villanova basketball team. Last year’s
talented threesome of Doug West,
Kenny Wilson and Gary Massey were
the leaders of the Wildcat team for
several seasons. This season, Rollie
Massimino will look to 7-foot-3 center
Tom Greis and 6-foot-6 forward Rodney
Taylor, both seniors, to provide the
leadership for a team consisting largely
of underclassmen.
In addition,

Villanova

had

the best

recruiting class in the Big East this
season with two McDonald’s AllAmericans,

Aaron

Bain

and

Calvin

All-America,

has proven to be one of the best
defenders in the country.
Screen, an excellent ballhandler at the

point (11.5 ppg, 6.8 apg, 3.5 spg) has
three-point range and can also take it to
the hole drawing the defense in and then
make the pass. Screen and Murdock
both finished in the top seven in the
country in steals last season making
them the “all-hands backcourt.”
Also seeing playing time in the backcourt will be highly touted freshman
Trent Forbes and 6-foot-3 junior Chris
Watts. Forbes, a 6-foot-1 point guard (21
ppg his senior season), scored 27 points
to lead Boston to the title in the 1989
Boston

Shootout,

Screen’s backup.

and

should

be

season, Providence should finish in the

top five in the Big East. By pushing the
ball up the floor, shooting from three
point range and providing frontcourt
pressure, the backcourt of Murdock and
Screen will run the show this season.
Their journey to the NCAA title game
against Michigan last year was one of
the best stories in Big East history, but
with all five starters gone from last
year’s squad, head coach P.J. Carlesimo
faces one of the. toughest challenges of
his coaching career this year at Seton
Hall.
gig
The Hall came within one point last
year of winning the NCAA Championship, but due to a questionable foul call

:

players

this season,”

said

Georgetown and Pitt will be two of the top teams in the Big East this season.

in Connecticut. Williams, a 6-foot-6
small forward, was hampered last’

season by a stress fracture in his leg but
managed to average 6.1 points and 34
rebounds per game, including a dramatic
game-winning layup with seconds
remaining against Villanova.
Burrell, who averaged 23.7 points,
15.8 rebounds, and 4.5 blocks per con:
test in his senior season, can pitch 9
mph fastballs and was the first-round
draft pick of the Seattle Mariners in
June, but opted to pursue an education
before baseball. He was awarded the
New England Player of the Year honors
in both basketbll and baseball while also
starting at quarterback for three years on

the football team.
The 1989-90 season marks a new en
for

Boston

College

after

four-year

starter and all-time leading scorer Dan
Barros completed his eligibility. The
Eagles will lose 53 percent of last year’s
offense with the departures of Barros
and Steve Benton, another steady four
year starter.

BC will change the focus of the team
from a guard-oriented one to an em
phasis on big men. Coach Jim O’Brien
will turn to juniors Doug Able and Corey

Beasley

to step in and provide

the

to fill the void left by Barros, a career

cording to the school’s preseason
basketball prospectus. Along with its

2,342-point scorer and the heart of the
Eagles team.
“We’ll be a drastically different
team,” says O’Brien. “We will have
much more depth and be a lot bigger. It
will be a change from a guard-oriented

for

this

year’s

squad.

Sophomore Bryan Edwards will attempt

to a power-conscious team.”

The frontcourt will consist of the 6foot-5 Able and 6-foot-9 Beasley. Able,

6-10 record in the conference last season

whose strongest position is small forward, led the Eagles in rebounding last

University of Connecticut finished last
season 18-13, a tough 12-2 against nonconference
opponents.
UConn
advanced to the second round of the NIT
Tournament before losing to University
of Alabama-Birmingham.
Gone from last season is NBA first
rounder Cliff Robinson who averaged

season

Smith will be joined in the backcourt
Photo by Jerry Wachter

native, averaged 40

ac-

in the school’s history,

scorer with 9.9 points per game last year.
“We have nobody the caliber of Cliff
Robinson,” says coach Jim Calhoun.
“But, we have a good young team. It will
be an interesting year.”

last

a Toronto

schedules

however, is 6-foot-2 sophomore Chris
Smith, a guard who is the top returning

11-17 in

Dixon,

points and 12 rebounds per game last
year and has been touted as one of the
best players to ever come out of Canada.
“The bottom line is, we feel good
about our backcourt,” says Calhoun.
Over the last three years, the Huskies
have managed to keep Connecticut’s top
prospect at home. Smith, freshman Scott
Burrell and sophomre Murray Williiams
were all high school Players of the Year

leadership

categories. The top returnee for UConn,

Providence College Friars, Rick Barnes

Gwynn, and highly touted freshman Phil

Hamburger.
Seton Hall faces one of the toughest

20 points and 7.4 rebounds per game last
year, leading the Huskies in both

In his first year as head coach of the

year’s squad into a band of overachievers who were able to win seven
games in the Big East Conference and

in Jersey City, NJ, where he ended his
career with a 115-5 record, four state
titles and 1,612 points, third in the

narrowly missed an NCAA bid. The

tion.

turned

Pirates’ rebounding.
Seton Hall returns three top reserves
from last year in junior Anthony Avent
and seniors Franz Volcy and Michael
Cooper. Coming off a stellar 31-7 record
last year, Carlesimo will have to assemble a new starting lineup to meet the
challenge of the Big East Conference.
“Cooper, Volcy and Avent will have
to step forward and make things happen,” said assistant coach Bruce
Hamburger.
Seton Hall’s top recruit, Jerry Walker,
will sit out his freshman campaign due
to Prop. 48. Walker (16.8 ppg, 11 rpg his
senior season) attended the top-rated
high school in the nation, St. Anthonys,

Big East schedule, the Pirates, in non-

points and 6.6 rebounds per game and
has a soft touch but lacks quickness.
The big question mark for the Redmen
will be the shooting guard position vacated by Brust. Seeing time at shooting
guard will be sophomore Chuck Sproling, a 6-foot-4 southpaw who was a
Prop. 48 victim last season. Sproling, a
two-time Colorado Player of the Year,
averaged 29.1 points, 11 rebounds and
10 assists per game his senior season and
set the Colorado single-game scoring
record with 74 points.
J
St. John’s is picked to finish fourth in
the Big East this year by many preseason
publications. The Redmen lack a pure
shooting guard and may play a number
of players in the backcourt until coach
Lou Carnesecca finds the right combina-

Barnes

Pirates

conference matchups, will face Wake
Forest, Oklahoma and last year’s title
game nemesis, Michigan.
It is a tribute to the excellence of the
Big East Conference that a team which
finished tied for seventh place with a

middle; the lefthander, who led the team
in blocked shots with 31, averaged 7.9

to 18-11.

the

point production and 70 percent of the

scholarship

and 6-foot playmaker Jason Buchanan.
The lanky Sealy (12.9 ppg, 6.4 pg)
drew some of the toughest defensive
assignments in the Big East. Werdann
gives the Redmen a true center in the

1987-88,

remaining,

In the backcourt, Carlesimo will select

Williams came into his own last
season by averaging 19.5 points and 7.9

saw the team improve from

seconds

came home without the championship
trophy. Gone are the five starters who
made up 82 percent of the Seton Hall

among junior college transfer Oliver
Taylor, senior ¥revor Crowley and newcomers Daryl Crist and Terry Dehere. At
the point guard spot, Taylor and Crist
will battle for playing time.
At off guard, the 6-foot-3 Dehere and
6-foot-4 Crowley will be competing for
time. Dehere, who averaged 15 points
per game in his senior season, was a
teammate of Walker’s and started at
shooting guard for St. Anthonys. Senior
Nick Katsikis will also vie for time at the
off guard and small forward slots.
“The new guys are going to be thrown
in right away since we only have nine

have to take the leadership role this
season and fill the emotional void after

three freshmen, 6-foot-8 forward Malik
Sealy, 6-foot-10 center Robert Werdann

with

school’s history.

scorer and rebounder last season, will

ment MVP.
Last year’s starting lineup consisted of

Coming off last season’s fourth place

mention

starters from last year’s squad. Senior
Jayson Williams, a second team All-Big
East selection and St. John’s leading

of power forward.

wards, Jamal Faulkner and Chris
McNeal, and 6-foot-11center Eric
Mobley.

honorable

four

rebounds per game and was the tourna-

Shorter would then

and

“The recruits will give us depth and

should step in and play some,” Barnes
adds. “I made the mistake of playing
Murdock and Screen too much last
season. We started to fatigue toward the
end of the year.”
Depending on the frontcourt play this

Louis

move from center to his natural position
play small forward and junior Darelle
Porter would see time at both the small
forward and the guard position.
Pitt took a major blow early this year
when it learned that all five of this
season’s recruits were declared ineligible to play. Among the recruits lost
to ineligibility were two 6-foot-8 for-

gain a bid to the NCAA Tournament.
The Friars will look to their backcourt
of 6-foot-2 junior Eric Murdock and 6foot senior Carlton Screen for leadership
this season. Murdock, a two-year starter

Byrd, along with a slew of other talented
newcomers.

by 6-foot-5 senior Tate George (7.3 ppg,
4.9 apg), juniors Steve Pikiell and John

with 5.4 per game,

adding 85

points per game on a team-leading 51.6
percent shooting from the field.
Beasley, a member of the Big East
All-Rookie Team in 1988, averaged 74

points and 4.6 rebounds per game last
season.
“Able had some very good games at

the end of last year,” says O’Brien. “His
experience will be a big factor.”
O’Brien will also look to two newcomers, 6-foot-11 David Hinton (23 ppg
his senior year in high school) and 7foot-2 Randy Hagerdon, for size in the
middle. Hagerdon will be the tallest
player ever to play for the Eagles.
“We can be a little bit better than
people think”, said O’Brien. Overall it
should be a rebuilding year for the
Eagles in the new era, A.D. (After
Dana).
————

BIG EAST, from p. B1
i After two years of experience, the
Pittsburgh Panthers nucleus now consists of five juniors and a senior. All five
starters and the sixth man return from
last season’s 17-13 team that finished
tied for fourth in the Big East. Pitt was
unpredictable last season, defeating top
teams like Georgetown, Syracuse and
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The Georgetown University
Lecture Fund

cordially in-

_ vites you to attend the sixth

annual
Robert F. Kennedy
~ Human Rights Award.
The

ter
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Award is in honor of Chinese

RT
Fang Lizhi, a prominent
leader in the Chinese people's struggle
for democracy and hero to the Chinese
students of Tiananmen Square in Beijing.

ACCOUNT ING GRADUAT ES

SHOULDN'T BE TREATED
LIKE N UMBERS.

Polish Solidarity leader, Lech Walesa,
will deliver the keynote address and
NBC News anchor Tom Brokaw

Accordingly, we'd like to know your name.

will

Ours is UJB.. the fastest-growing, family-oriented financial

institution that can offer accounting students advantages
which public firms can’t.

host the program.

See our auditing experts when they visit your campus and

you'll get all the information you need to make the right

The ceremony will begin at 6 p.m. in Gaston Hall.

decision about your future.
UJB Financial. Where you get the challenges of numbers
without becoming one. See placement office for details.

Tickets will be available Thursday, November 9,
1989 from 9:30 a.m. until 1:00 p.m. in the Leavey
Center Art Gallery. Students please bring 1.D.

AL
; FiNanciaL
Equal Opportunity Employer MIFHIV

The program will be shown in its entirety at 10:00 p.m. on WETA channel
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10YA Top 20
UNLV

Michigan
You say Bill Frieder has left
town? Well, how can you go
wrong with Michigan, a team whose
coach, Steve Fisher, is 6-0 with a National Championship under his belt and
~ four returning starters. Glen Rice (24.8
points per game) has gone on to the
NBA's Miami Heat but 6-foot-9 junior
Sean Higgins should cause Wolverine

fans to have tunnel vision towards
another national title. Higgins
singlehandedly destroyed Virginia
during last year’s tournament by hitting
almost every shot outside of 20 feet.
Terry Mills, Mike Griffin, Loy Vaught
and point guard Rumeal Robinson
return to the starting lineup and will be
joined by Higgins. Mills has been an
enigma ever since he came out of high
school as J.R. Reid’s equal. One minute
he is overpowering, the next he’s riding
the pines. Vaught has a nice baseline
jumpshot while Robinson’s tournament
performance last year alone provides
good reason for him to be considered
-one of the finest point men around.
Incoming freshman Michael Talley,
Mr. Basketball for the state of Michigan,

should see quite a bit of playing time
spelling Robinson at point guard. The
: only

downside

to the

team’s

top pick in the NBA draft. Spencer has
a reputation for being soft, but if he has
abig year down low, it will free up Smith
and Kimbro on the perimeter.
Everick Sullivan and Keith Williams
both averaged eight points a game in the
backcourt with Sullivan only being a
sophomore. Both should start alongside

. “We have a chance to be very
good,” says UNLV coach Jerry
Tarkanian modestly. “I like our kids.”
Where does Tarkanian get these
“kids”? Once again the “Shark” has
brought in the country’s top junior college performer in Larry Johnson. “We
expect him to be a great player,”
Tarkanian

said. He

Smith, Spencer and Kimbro.

inferred, however,

Indiana

that Johnson’s defensive skills would be
more important to the team than his offensive game, which itself is very good.
Johnson and

1988 Olympian

Bob Knight has assembled one of
* the best recruiting classes in the
country this year and has already nabbed

Stacey

Augmon played on this summer’s U.S.

one of the best, Damon Bailey, for next
year. Seven, count em, seven freshmen

World Games’ team which defeated the

U.S.S.R. Augmon is not a prolific scorer
but is one of the top defenders in the
country as well as an excellent
rebounder, the two reasons why John
Thompson selected him to the ’88
Olympic team.

will join Knight’s

C
F

C

Derrick Coleman,

F

Lionel Simmons,
La Salle

F

Stacey Augmon,
UNLV

G

LaBradford Smith,
Louisville

G

Kendall Gill,
Illinois

F

Hank Gathers,

Loyola-Mmt.
G

Chris Jackson,

LSU
G

Lawrence Funderburke, one of the best

freshman big men in the country, and
Chris Reynolds, an outstanding defensive guard.
How bright does Indiana’s future
look? Its two seniors, Mark

After them,

Blue Hens

ho 1 0

it’s all underclassmen,

North Carolina
Have the Tar Heels ever not

been in the top 20? Once
again Dean Smith has brought together
solid players at every position. North
Carolina will be led by rock-steady Scott
Williams in the paint and speedy King
Rice running the point.
Williams will be the center of attention down low for the first time in three
years thanks to the early defection of

Stetson Hatters

Coastal Carolina Chanticleers

Southwest Louisiana Ragin’ Cajuns
Southern Illinois Salukis
UC Irvine Anteaters
Northeast Louisiana - No Name

J.R. Reid to the Charlotte Hornets. Rice
has remained a mystery on offense. He
is an excellent ball-handler and
penetrator but rarely shoots the ball
beyond 15 feet.
Kevin Madden and Rick Fox should
start at off guard

I.

well, while

|3
.
es

and

small

forward,

respectively. Madden can play inside as
[Roberts and O'Neal] will see the ball a
lot.”
LSU is extremely deep, with no
seniors and seven new players. Harold
Boudreaux, Wayne Sims, Lenear Burns
and Shawn Griggs should battle for the
- small forward and off guard positions in
the starting lineup.

oe

for less

including sophomore Eric Anderson.
Anderson was named Big Ten Freshman
of the Year after averaging 11.9 points.
He is a lock for one of the forward positions while junior Lyndon Jones will run
the offense.
Last season, after starting horribly
Indiana steamrolled over the rest of the
Big Ten conference to take the title. This
year will be tough to repeat unless the
freshmen take control right away. Give
Indiana two years and they’ll be
. favorites for the national championship.

Akron Zips

im

Robinson

and Jeff Oliphant, combined
than six points a game.

~~ Western Illinois Leathernecks

Serer

Rumeal Robinson,

Michigan

sh

UC Santa Cruz Banana Slugs...

Georgetown
_ See page BI.

Syracuse
_ Every

year, the Orangemen

are

ranked in the top ten and manage
to choke down the stretch. Whether you
like Jim Boeheim or not, the talent is
always there, and the Orangemen are

again loaded. Derrick Coleman, considered by many to be the country’s
premier power forward, finally enters
his senior season. Coleman is a very °
solid player but has never reached his
potential. Sophomore Billy Owens, a
future superstar in his own right, is being
looked at for one of the guard positions
~ despite his height of 6-foot-8. Owens is
a good ballhandler and may not be
needed down low due to other strong
frontliners.
Stevie Thompson scores more garbage baskets than anyone since Georgia
Tech’s Bruce Dalrymple and can soar
through the air with the greatest of ease.
He’s fun to watch dunk during warmups
at the Capital Centre, but is more annoying than a swarm of gnats during the
game.

Last year he averaged 8.4 points per
game but still has not shown that he can
take control of a game as was expected.

Point guard is the one position where
Syracuse is weak. With Sherman
Douglas playing for the Miami Heat,
sophomore David Johnson and freshman Michael Edwards must pick up the
considerable slack.

can skip outside

and

but he can’t catch the ball in the paint.
_ Missouri’s team consists of Doug
Freshman George Lynch will spell
Smith, Anthony Peeler and Lee Fox if not displace him from the starting
Coward. After that only Nathan Buntin lineup. He is excellent off the glass and
has substantial experience. Why is Mis- a solid scorer from Flint Hill Prep in
souri ranked so high? Because Smith, Virginia. Matt Wenstrom, a 6-foot-11
Peeler and Coward are that good.
center, has a nice shooting touch but
Smith is one of the top big men in may not see much playing time.
college. He averaged 14 points and
seven rebounds per game last year as a
sophomore and can only get better with
time. Peeler, only a sophomore, has AllDuke has proven itself to be
American potential.
one of the top teams of this
Coward and Buntin will be looked to
for leadership as well as Coward’s 12.2 decade. Despite Danny Ferry’s graduappg. Buntin can play but went through tion, coach Mike Krzyzewski has once

Duke

Freshman

again assembled an all-star team, includ-

Travis Ford was one of the top prep

ing three freshmen guards: Bobby Hurley, Thomas Hill and Billy McCaffrey.

off-year

last

season.

guards last year, and, at 5-foot-10, one
of its smallest. His talent is known, but

Abdelnaby (8.9 ppg), Robert Brickey
(11 ppg) and Crawford Palmer inside.
The 6-foot-10 Abdelnaby is a poor
rebounder for his height. Brickey can
jump out of this world and score while
doing it. Palmer, heralded out of high
school, was never given the chance to do
a lot last year. He will be called upon a
great deal more this year.

UCLA
1

West

Coast

basketball

Louisville is one of the least
dominating teams in the country
but wins 20 games every year. They get
the job done, and well at that.

Like Illinois, the Cardinals have only
players between 6-foot-3 and 6-foot-7.
Very few are well-known, with only
LaBradford

Smith,

a household

name (mostly due to his name and not
“his game).
Smith is a flashy player and a good
scorer but must look to be the team’s
leader. Smith drew comparisons to Mark
Macon two years ago during their fresh-

First Team

in collegiate basketball

At center, 7-foot Felton Spencer final-

ly has his shot at the spotlight now that
“Never Nervous” Pervis Ellison has
gone on to the Sacramento Kings as the

he plays. In this, his senior season, Simmons, a first team All-American, will

Ivano

attempt to become Player of the Year for
the third consecutive year in the Metro
Atlantic Conference.
After three seasons, his stats are amazing; 2,370 points and 1,073 rebounds.

This season, he will attempt to avenge
last year’s early exit in the NCAA Tournament to Louisiana Tech and, as 1950’s

legend Tom Gola did, lead the Explorers
to the NCAA title. Simmons should
easily surpass Gola’s career point mark

Arkansas
don’t

hear too much

Arkansas.

of 2,461

Coach

Richardson,

Ron

Huery

returns

If

Michael

Brooks’

career

After Simmons, coach “Speedy” Mor-

ris returns much of his scoring from last
year. Point guard Doug Overton (13.2
ppg, 7.6 assists per game) is the team
leader and an excellent defensive player.
At the guard or small forward position
the Explorers have 6-foot-7 sophomore
Jack Hurd and 6-foot-5 senior Bobby
Johnson.

1 Sitka

areh

Will Paul Evans ever have a

recruiting class without a
Prop. 48 casualty? Pitt lost
four recruits to Prop. 48 and another
because he did not graduate from high
school.
Pitt’s top 20 ranking should tell you
something about the talent on its team.
Pitt returns the Fab Five: Jason Mat-

from

being redshirted and after run-ins with
the law. Huery is a fluid 6-foot-6 forward who can fill it up from long range.
If Richardson can conjure up some
reliable inside help for his, talented
guards, Arkansas will easily win the
Conference.

and

total of 2,628 points by midseason.

Nolan Richardson has built a relatively
small, lightning quick lineup that knows
how to win. Sophomores Lee Mayberry
and Todd Day, and senior Lenzie
Howell all averaged at least 13 points a
game. last season. Howell came on at the
end of the year and finished the year
averaging seven rebounds a game
despite his 6-foot-4 frame.
Mayberry was Rookie of the Year and
ran the team’s offense. Day can play
either off guard or small forward, but
look for him to stick at off guard.
Mario Credit returns at center and
averaged over 11 points a game, but is
only 6-foot-9. Fortunately for

thews, Bobby Martin, Sean Miller, Dar-

relle Porter and Brian Shorter. All five
are juniors and account for 66 ppg.
Shorter was named first team All-Big
East last year (19.6 ppg and 9.6 rpg).
Senior Rod Brookin added 10.2 points

not,

Richardson might rethink his decision to
turn down the vacant Ohio State job.

for the past

several years. Well, now the Bruins are

back with a vengeance. Jim Harrick
begins his second year with four returning starters and adds to that a good
recruiting year.
Sophomore Don MacLean and senior
Trevor Wilson averaged over 18 points
each and combined for over 16 rebounds
per game. By far the most talented pair

All-Name Domes

:

"Cain Dome’
"Southwest Louisidna

of frontcourt teammates in the Pac-10,

N

Walkup Dome
Northern Arizona

UCLA's fortunes rely on MacLean and
Wilson. MacLean can connect well inside of 18 feet while Wilson led the
Pac-10 in rebounding.
“We have a lot more depth at guard,”
says Harrick despite the fact that AllPac-10 Pooh Richardson completed his
eligibility and was drafted by the Minnesota

Timberwolves.

The

battle

The Kibble Dome
Idaho

for

point guard, according to Harrick, will
be between Darrick Martin and Gerald
Madkins. Martin backed up Richardson
last season while Madkins was recovering from a very serious scooter accident.
Freshman Mitchell Butler was highly
recruited out of high school but will have
a problem finding a position in college.
He played center in high school, but
must make the switch to small forward
due to his height of 6-foot-5. Rodney

=

Honorable

g

The Marriott Center

=

1

should spell starting center Kevin
Walker, who averaged just under 10
points a game.

1

Georgia Tech
The Rambling Wreck has the

‘best three guard lineup in the
country

in Dennis

Scott, Brian Oliver

and heavily recruited Kenny Anderson.
Scott, however, may have to play a
great deal down low due to Tech’s lack
of size. According to Tech coach Bobby
Cremins, Scott has finally lost the
weight which he gained before his freshman season and which has hampered his
success ever since. If it helps his already
deadly jumpshot, he will be an AllAmerican.
Anderson is the straw that will stir the
Yellow Jackets’ drink. He was con-

Second Team
Ulises Asprilla

New Orleans

Baylor

Xanthus Houston

Quentonia Higgins

D’Wayne Tanner

Bijou Baly

Wyoming

Rice
Alvaro Teheran
Houston |
Ernest Nzigamasabo
Minnesota

Fresno State
Smokey McCovery
Oklahoma
Melvin Cheatum
Alabama

Coach:
John Carroll

Coach:
Butch Van Breda

Duquesne

Kopff

Hofstra

:

a team

Mention:

BYU

off the bench.

Arizona
Can

Odum, a 6-foot-11 center from Houston,

men year but has not reached Macon’s

level of success. Tony Kimbro is built in
the Reggie Williams mold but has not
lived up to his expectations.

and

UNLV, the West has been non-existent

Louweegi Dyer

Bradley

is

Mackey

Lionel Simmons.
He averaged 28.4 ‘points
and 11.4 boards per game last
year and dominates the games in which

‘back. Outside of Arizona and

prefer power,

Louisville

Malcolm

Southwest

will be finding a center. Smith can play
forward. If Heller or sophomore Jim
Horton can prove themselves in the
paint, the Tigers will be a force.

Barnes,

LaSalle

Newbill.
“We're on a bit of a restructuring mold
here at Tech,” says Cremins. “This was
a big recruiting class. The incoming
freshmen are really going to help us.”
If the freshmen play up to their potential, Tech will easily win 20 games and
have the potential to go far in the NCAA
Tournament.

‘about

Missouri’s main problem, like Illinois,
in the middle but would

Tech’s inside game relies mostly on

You

he remains an enigma.

one,

LeRon Ellis transferred from Kentucky after the Wildcat scandal and will
help Coleman and Thompson down low
in the paint. Freshman Conrad McRae
was heralded as one of the top prep
players in the country last year and looks
to fill the vacancy at the center position.

Fox

consistently make three-pointers.
Pete Chilcutt will also see a lot of
playing time down low. Chilcutt is a bit
of a paradox. He is a good offensive
rebounder, which requires good hands,

Missouri

an

Brian Williams,

returning. Howard is a senior forward
who averaged 12.6 points a game. He
does not receive very much press due to
State’s backcourt but is a solid performer. Lester plays center but is only
6-foot-9. He is the Wolfpack’s only center possibility. Senior Brian D’ Amico is
6-foot-11 but can’t shoot.

unproven entities. Only Johnny McNeil
(5.8 ppg; 5.3 rpg) played down low last
year. 6-foot-11 junior James Munlyn
was redshirted last season to lift weights
and returns to center, where he hesitantly played freshman year. Cremins will
rely heavily on three freshmen: Darryl

Arizona

Syracuse

Illinois

sidered by many to be the best guard to
ever come out of New York City. Besides
leading Tech’s
offense,
Anderson’s presence will free Brian
Oliver to penetrate the middle and grab
garbage rebounds.

1

Alonzo Mourning,
Georgetown

LSU

Bi

SECOND TEAM

FIRST TEAM

Illinois players can run, jump and
“shoot. Coach Lou Henson’s
players all can leap out of the gym, but
* each year, the team’s lack of a big man
keeps it out of the preseason top five, and
Dale Brown is best known for usually the Final Four.
This season is no different as the
" winning with a team of too-short,
too-slow, not-good-enough players. Fighting Illini’s only center is 6-foot-9
After all, how can you explain Ricky frosh Deon Thomas. And even he is
~ Blanton? Now Brown has oodles of more comfortable at power forward.
~ players he can work with. He has the LSU should trade Shaquille O’Neal for
nation’s second leading scorer, Chris three of Illinois’ interchangeable forJackson, returning from last year’s 20- wards.
All-American guard Kendall Gill is
12 squad and two Goliaths down in the
low post. Stanley Roberts, a 7-footer the team’s leader. Illinois lost only one
returning from Prop. 48, will be joined game last year with the 6-foot-4 senior
by 7-foot-1 freshman Shaquille “The in the lineup. Larry Smith and Stephen
Bardo also return to the team that made
Shack” O’Neal in the paint.
Jackson is the key to the Tigers’ pres- the Final Four.
Will the real Marcus Liberty please
sure release offense. “He’ll be everything this year,” says Brown. “He’ll stand up? Liberty was supposed to be the
probably have many more assists. next best player since Magic Johnson.

«Delaware

Besides Laettner, Duke will go to Alaa

HOYA All-America Team

On the down side, guard George Ack-

outlook

including

Indiana’s Mr. Basketball, Pat Graham,

les was declared ineligible until Dec. 17.
He will be sorely missed, according to
Tarkanian. “That’s a big loss early in the
year. He’s a great player,” Tarkanian
said. 6-foot-10 center David Butler will
once again join the starting lineup, as
will point guard Greg Anthony.

came when stellar freshman Sam
Mitchell was declared ineligible under
Proposition 48 regulations.

squad,

“We expect all three of our freshmen
to contribute,” says Krzyzewski. “Hurley has the ability as a good ballhandler.
He's going to contribute early on.”
Hurley will be the Blue Devils’ starting point guard. He was considered to be
the nation’s number two guard prospect
last year behind Georgia Tech’s Kenny
Anderson.
Hurley will looking down low often to
Duke’s plethora of big men. “Christian
Laettner is the key person in our attack
with his ability to score inside,”
Krzyzewski says.
Duke runs a motion offense because,
according to Krzyzewski, “We like to
spread [the ball] around. We’ll have
more double figure scoring this year.”

that lost two

‘players to the first round of
the NBA draft (Sean Elliott and Anthony Cook) stay in the top 20? It certainly looks like it with the squad
assembled this year by Lute Olson.
Brian Williams, a sophomore transfer:
from Maryland, was the 1988 Atlantic

Coast Conference Rookie of the Year.
He has got tough moves inside and is a
strong rebounder. Unfortunately for the

These six players are the entire Pitt
team. Evans is thanking his lucky stars
that the Big East is allowing six fouls per
game. Transfer Darren Morningstar,
from Navy, may start at center for Mar-

tin.

Oklahoma State
1

Or.

Cowboys return all five

starters.

Coach

Hamilton

has brought back

Leonard

Wildcats, forward Chris Mills, a transfer

Richard Dumas, Byron Houston, Corey

from Kentucky, has been ruled ineligible for this season. Mills originally
was set to play this year, but the NCAA
decided that Mills left Kentucky too late
and must wait until next season.
Jed Buechler and Matt Muehlebach
are Olson’s only returning starters and
should provide the experience and
leadership that Arizona’s younger
players need. Buechler is a consistent
scorer and rebounder from his small forward position while Muehlebach and
Matt Othick are the team’s three-point
shooters.
:
As if this were not enough, Olson
proved to be a recruiting madman last
year. Deron Johnson broke the all-time
Arizona prep scoring record and can
light it up from the perimeter. 6-foot-11
Ed Stokes and guard Casey Schmidt will
provide good depth on the bench but
must wait their turns to start for the
Wildcats.

Williams, Royce Jeffries and Darwyn
Alexander to the starting lineup. Dumas
was first team All-Big Eight last season
and averaged 15.7 points and 7 boards a

1

‘N.C. State
Despite Jim Valvano’s personal troubles, N.C. State will

field a strong team once again.
Rodney Monroe was All-ACC last
year and can score at will from the shooting guard pasition (21.4 ppg last
season). His running mate, point guard
Chris Corchiani, is a tough scrappy
player who was named second-team
All-ACC due to his nine assists per
game. Corchiani is like a gnat. No matter
how much you swat at him, he’s always
in your face. Just ask Georgia Tech’s
Tom Hammonds how he felt after he
was stopped cold by Corchiani last year.
N.C. State is very thin up front with
only Brian Howard and Avie Lester

game.

He

even

had 69 steals, a huge

number for a 6-foot-7 forward.
The Cowboys. are very small and not
one of the returning starters stands over
6-foot-7. Look for junior Johnny. Pittman, a 7-footer, to get plenty of playing
time at center.

Memphis State
20):

ana Kirk. Hello
Larry Finch. Memphis State
has finally recovered from
the problems caused by Kirk and will
battle Louisville to the very end for the

‘Metro Conference title. Future NBA’er

Elliott Perry runs the offense and can fill
it up as well, as evidenced by his 19.4
points a game. Fortunately for the
Tigers, Perry is only a junior.
Cheyenne Gibson and Ernest Smith
also return after starting last season.
Both averaged double figures in scoring
and are fair rebounders. The team is
forward heavy with not much experience. Freshman Montrell Nash
should contribute immediately at forward, but only three other team members played significantly last season.

This preview was compiled by HOYA
Staff Writers Chris Brown, Gene Wang,
Karl Hente, Jason Levien, Matt Brennan
and Yale H. Yee.

Graham, Turner Share
Similar GU Stories
|
The year was 1984, and the Georgetown Hoyas were on the verge of cap-

team the following year.
McLain had played against Martin in
the NCAA Championship game that
April when Villanova upset the heavilyfavored Hoyas 66-64, but past
grievances were forgotten as the two
turned out to be roommates on road
games.
“I was closer to Dwayne McLain than

by Johnson Ongking
HOYA Sports Editor

turing their first NCAA basketball
championship in the school’s history.
With Patrick Ewing, the country’s
premier center patrolling the inside, that
dream would be realized when in the
championship game against Akeem
Olajuwon and the mighty Houston
Cougars, the Hoyas triumphed, 84-75.
But despite the efforts of Ewing and a
supporting cast of Michael Jackson,

Billy Martin has learned to understand
the world of business. The ex-Hoya basketball star has been taught about it
constantly since he graduated in 1985
from Georgetown with a sociology degree.
:
He’s taken a post-graduate course in - anybody else on the team,” said Martin.
personal finance, he’s fulfilled the re“It was kind of ironic because they had
quirements for a real estate license, he’s
beaten us the year before and I hated his
learned all about it playing basketball as
guts for it.”
a career,-and now he’s learning even
Martin turned to the CBA and played
more as a co-owner of a sporting goods
for the Cincinnati Slammers for a stint.
store that opened up in Washington two
Near the end of the season Martin signed
months ago.

Martin recently turned down an offer
to play for a higher salary in France.
Instead, he’ll play for a first-year Continental Basketball Association (CBA)
club based in Columbus,

Ohio, for at

least a while this season, even though he
told himself he would never play in the
CBA more than a year ago.
But sometimes sacrifices are necessary in business.
:
“I didn’t want to go to France because
for one, I only have a little more than a
year left before I qualify for an NBA
pension,” said Martin. “I need to play
around 115 more games. And if I’m
going to do it [get the pension], I need to
get it now because the older I get the
slimmer my chances are.
“So I'll play in the CBA for a while
and hopefully get picked up for some
portion of the season and maybe do the
same thing next year and if I'm lucky,
maybe sign a contract. You have no
chance to get picked up if you're in

David

with the New York Knicks, and was
reunited with his old college teammate,

Patrick Ewing. But the Knicks reorganized after the season with the arrival
of coach

Rick Pitino, and Martin was

sent moving once more.
He signed a two-year contract with the
Phoenix Suns but got injured and was
eventually waived. He went on to play
in the CBA once more, this time for the
Topeka Sizzlers, and decided after the

* season that he needed a change.
“I just got really frustrated with the
CBA,” he said. “Most of the guys there

are trying to get out so they tend to be
more selfish. I told myself I wouldn’t
play in the CBA again.”
A business point of view took over his
next decision.
“I knew from a financial standpoint
that outside of the NBA Italy was the
best place to play,” he said. “I didn’t
have an NBA contract, and I didn’t want

to go to the CBA. My agent says well we
can get you to a team in Italy, and when

Europe, but at least in the CBA there’s a

I found out it was Milan, I said ‘Yeah,

chance [to be picked up].”
After playing in three NCAA Championship games in his four-year career at
Georgetown, getting drafted by an NBA
team was not as big of a problem. Martin, who is the ninth all-time leading
scorer (1,308 points) and fifth all-time
leading rebounder for the Hoyas, was
taken in the second round (26th overall)
by the Indiana Pacers.
He played in 66 games that season and
averaged 5.0 points per game. But the...
Pacers also had Clark Kellogg, Wayman...!
Tisdale, Dwayne McLains-Bill Gamett:

let’s do it!”
“I was excited because I looked at it
as a challenge going over to a different
country with a different language, a different culture.
Martin immersed himself in five hours
of Italian with a tutor to help his adjustment. Although he admits his Italian still
needs

a lot of work,

he was

able

to

understand what most people said to
him. What he got to hear when playing
in road games, however, were words he

probably wished he never understood.

+» “Fans are incredibly tough there,” he
and Ron Anderson playing forward, and” ‘said. “I had a guy explain to me that just
Martin was the last player cut from the
a hundred years ago the towns in Italy

Photo by Lee Flanagan

Ex-Hoya Bill Martin is now co-owner of a sporting goods store.
It was kind of like college when you’re
these are the grandchildren of these
walking around campus and everybody
people and they hate each other.
knows who you are.
“When Milan goes down to Liborno
“They were really laid back, not like
they hate these people, just two generahere. Over there they’re not the least
tions ago they were at war with each
stressed out, at least as far as I could tell.
other. A lot of places you go they have
“Except for the traffic. All the time
fiberglass around the court just like the
they’re cussing. New York’s bad,
hockey games and anywhere you go
Boston’s bad, but nothing like Milan.
they have the fiberglass behind the
It’s like controlled chaos over there.
bench of the visiting team. They throw
They don’t have [traffic] lanes, you crecoins, ice, spit, shout all sort of things.”
ate your own lanes and people just go
Team Milan was even more detested
crazy out there.”
on the road for being the Italian chamStill plagued by his groin injury, Marpions. The other American on his team
tin participated in the pre-draft camp of
was former NBA Most Valuable Player
the expansion Orlando Magic in late
were still at war with each other and so

Bob McAdoo, and another teammate
was Mike D’Antoni, a former NBA
journeyman who became an Italian

citizen. Unfortunately, Martin strained
a groin muscle midway through the
season, which would take three months

to heal. Milan was in first place at the
time, and Martin sat out for over a
month. When he came back, he didn’t

play consistently enough for management, and ex-Sixer Albert King was
brought in to replace him.
For Martin, there was much more to
Italy than basketball.
:

“Thepeople are so, friendly. I really
felt like I was something special out

there. They really make you feel good.

May.

:

He was invited back to the Magic
training camp on Oct. 2, but was
released three weeks later.
So Martin, who was an all-American

while at McKinley High, came back
home to his new store to do business. His
newly-opened Sports Gear store on
2701 14th Street is co-owned with Gary
Lampkins, a friend he has known since
junior high.
Lampkins had talked of the idea of
opening such a store with Martin after

he was cut from the Pacers. He tested the
waters first by opening a similar store.
called Tennis Haven with a different,
See MARTIN, p. B6

Wingate,

Bill Martin

and

Fred

Brown, Georgetown could not have
reached Seattle without the services of
power forward Michael Graham.
Five years later in 1989, the scene was
similar, just with different actors. Georgetown had been picked pre-season
number two in the country, and many
favored them to win it all once again in
Seattle. All season long, the Hoyas
relied on a strong defensive game, led by
second team all-America center Alonzo
Mourning.
Although Georgetown’s dream of a
second
national
championship
crumbled when it fell to Duke in the
round of eight, the Hoyas would never
have made it that far if it weren’t for the
play of another power forward, John
Turner.
>
The stories of Graham and Turner
ended

too, under

much

the same

cir-

cumstances. Or at least they appeared to
on the surface.
The tale of Graham began when he
first enrolled at Georgetown in 1983.
The Hoyas already had a formidable
nucleus, and with High School Player of
the Year Reggie Williams arriving on
the Hilltop, there wasn’t much room for
anyone else. Little did coach Thompson
know that in Graham he would find
someone just waiting for a chance at the
spotlight.
“Michael played for the cameras,”
said GU Basketball Information Director Bill Shapland. “The shaved head and
hard stares were part of the act.”
Graham got his chance in the first
round of the NCAA Tournament where
Georgetown faced Southern Methodist
University (SMU). That was the fabled
game

often called one of the greatest

defensive battles in college basketball
history. Both teams combined to score
only 73 points, but the Hoyas were one
better than the Mustangs, winning 3736.

That contest was the turning point for
Graham. After not having seen much
action during the regular season (he
averaged 10 minutes per game), Graham
played 31 minutes against SMU, scoring
six points and grabbing eight rebounds.
“The media made Michael out'to be
this awesome intimidator,” said

Shapland. “But from knowing Michael
personally, I can tell you that he was the
nicest kid.”
/
In Graham's final game as a Hoya, he
went out with a roar, scoring 14 points,
second only to Williams, and pulling
down five rebounds in 24 minutes.
Thanks in large part to that performance,
the Georgetown Hoyas were National
Champions.
After

the

withdrew

’83-’84

from

season,

Graham

Georgetown

for

academic reasons, and transferred to the

University of the District of Columbia
(UDC).
“Coach Thompson informed Michael
that he wouldn’t be able to play [in 1984]
because of his academic standing,” said

Shapland. “He was asked to sit out so he
could concentrate on his studies, but that
was ultimately something he refused to
do.”
\
Turner’s career at Georgetown ended

in the much the same fashion. After the
’88-"89 season, the erstwhile junior college transfer left Georgetown due to
academic reasons of a different sort.
“John and I made this evaluation and
mutually agreed that it was in the best

interest of his total well-being

[to

withdraw],” said Thompson in June.

But before he withdrew though,
Turner contributed heavily te_the
Hoyas’ successes last year. Turner
averaged 6.2 rebounds per game, the
second highest on the team, to go along
with 6.6 points and 20.4 minutes per
contest.
Turner’s presence, although, not as
visibly noticeable as that of Graham,
helped alleviate much of the rebounding
burden from Mourning, allowing him to
concentrate more on shot blocking and
scoring.
:
The crucial difference between the

ei

Unfruitful NBA Career Leads to Adventures

HOYA Sports Editor

aban

by Gene Wang

two, however, was not how they left, but

why they did.
i
Shapland said Graham opted to leave
Georgetown because all he wanted was
basketball.
Turner,

however,

withdrew

not be-

cause his academic standing was in.
doubt, but because he was not on track
to receive his degree, according to a
statement released by Thompson.
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ATTENTION!
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Tickets for the Georgetown Basketball
exhibition games:
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Office
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The Big East: Tough as Nails

~ CHRIS BROWN

|

L

The Sacramento Kings traded Jim Peterson
. to the Golden State Warriors for Ralph
Sampson Sept. 27. You remember Sampson.
‘Wasn't he supposed to be the greatest center
since Lew Alcindor changed his name to
Kareem?

Maybe he should think about doing the
same because now the name Ralph Sampson
“means nothing more than Atlantic Coast Conference memories. And memories don’t pay

the bills.
Sampson's failure in the NBA illustrates
what becomes of players who reap an illusionary glory in a conference that is, frankly, soft. Go to the ACC if you believe that
~ basketball isn’t a contact sport.
For those genuine men, though, who don’t

mind a hard day’s work in the paint, you
need not journey so far south.
Since its creation ten years ago, the Big
East Conference has run up a string of
achievements, most notably three of the top
ten records this decade. St. John’s, Syracuse
and Georgetown all have amassed winning
percentages well over .700, while of the in-

dividual squads, the Hoyas led all teams in
scoring margin (12.7) and field goal defense
(42.8 percent).
But team accomplishments aside, the

nation’s premier conference has much more

~ to brag about.
First, there’s the type of backcourt player
you'll find. In the Big East, the athletes get

better because they have to. Who would have
thought that Charles Smith, an unheard of 6foot-0 guard from All Saints High School in
Washington five years ago, may be wearing
a Celtics uniform only a year after being
named Big East Player of the Year and Associated Press Second Team All-American?
Or what about Mark Jackson? He’s sure
sunk his teeth deep into the core of the Big
Apple. Ask any coach in the NBA, and he’ll
probably tell you that Jackson is just a notch
below Magic and John Stockton in distributing the ball.
Second - and it’s what the Big East can be
- most proud of - is the reputation earned by its
typical frontcourt player. Like former Hoya
~ Michael Graham or Syracuse center Derrick
~ Coleman, these are the guys you just love to

hate. But no matter how much you despise
them, they’ll almost always come back to

beat you.
Graham, although playing just one season

on the Hilltop, set the mold cast by future
Big East bruisers. While certainly not a
gifted scorer or shooter, he possessed a keen
ability to make you fear him.

Coleman is much the same player that
~ Graham was, except with three more years

college experience. The 6-foot-9 center has
been selected as the Big East Player of the
Year by ESPN and ABC basketball announcer Dick Vitale, and First Team AllAmerica.
“The Big East is the toughest conference in
the country,” says Georgetown forward Milton Bell. “I think when our Big East teams
play the ACC teams, you should be able to
see a different caliber of basketball. There’s
a big difference between the ACC and the
Big East, definitely.”
And what about North Carolina’s heralded
J.R. Reid? Talk about about someone who
never lived up to his potential as the consumate big man.
Now in the Big East, if you don’t play bigger than you are, you don’t play. Just ask
Perry McDonald or Stevie Thompson.
McDonald embodied Big East basketball.
At just 6-foot-4, McDonald played as if he
were in the pivot. Where else could you find
someone at that height who isn’t afraid to
mix it up with the giants?
Look no further than upstate New York
where this season it could well be the Stevie
Thompson show in the Carrier Dome. Few
can climb the ladder like Thompson, and at 6foot-4 as well, he too will rebound and score

inside with the best of them.
If you’re that short down on Tobacco
Road, you’ll never come within ten feet of
the hoop.
And then of course there’s Patrick Ewing.
Here’s a man who needs no introduction.
Leading the Hoyas to three Final Fours while
at Georgetown, Ewing proceeded to redefine
his position.
:
Now there’s Alonzo Mourning. Mourning,

in only his first year as a Hoya blocked more
shots than most do in their careers. When
was the last time any ACC player did that?
And of course you can’t forget GU’s
Dikembe Mutombo who blocked 12 against
St. John’s to set a Big East single-game
record.
All this isn’t meant to say that the Big East
doesn’t have its flaws. The main knock

against the conference is the lack of players
it sends to the NBA. But that disparity between the two conferences is changing.
It used to be that the ACC cornered the
market on NBA talent. After all, they did
send the greatest basketball player in the
world to Chicago Bulls. And of course
there’s James Worthy, Brad Daugherty and
Mike Gminski.
It’s not professional basketball we’re talk-

ing about, but college. And in college basketball, the Big East surely is the tougher,
meaner conference.
120
mnt

The ACC Paves the Way
Every year basketball fans up and down the
East Coast argue and argue about which con-

ference in the country. The Big East only had
24 alumni in the big leagues. The Pac-10 had
more players in the NBA (29) than the Big
East. Even the Big West, long known for its
prowess, almost had as many NBA players
(20) than the Big East.
If you go back to the early and mid-1980’s
you will remember a Virginia team led by
Ralph Sampson which, although admittedly
choking every year in the tournament, was
one of the two or three dominant teams in the
country. Sampson was named the player of
the year in college basketball two years in a
TOW.
Who was the player who won the player of
the year award after Sampson? It was none

ference is better, the Big East or the Atlantic

Coast Conference (ACC). Very few people
even consider the Big Ten or the Big Eight.
They re not important. It’s the Big East or the
ACC.
Well, that’s not specific enough. The ACC
epitomizes college basketball. It oozes tradition. In fact the only way you can get a ticket
to the conference tournament, if you are not
presently a student at one of the schools, is to

receive one from a dead relative’s will.
The conference itself is three times as old
as the fledgling, upstart Big East. The parents
of students at ACC schools get more fired up
about the basketball games than the students

other than the heralded Michael Jordan, who

at the time was plying his trade in Tarheel
land. The North Carolina team that defeated
Georgetown in 1982 would have been an
amazing team even without Jordan. But with
him they were unstoppable, even against Virginia. The talent on that team was just sick.

because, more often than not, they went to

the same school. They've been living and
breathing ACC basketball since before they
were freshmen.
.
If you ever get the chance, just walk inside
the arena of an ACC school. There’s something in the air that you just can’t sense when
you’re in the Capital Centre or Madison
Square Garden. You get the feeling that basketball is king and that is the way it will always be.
Let’s look at some facts. The winningest

Jordan, Worthy, Perkins. How can one team

team of the 1980s has béen North Carolina,

with a record of 281-63 (.817). The Tar
Heels also were the best shooting team
during the decade making 53.4 percent of
their shots. The ACC placed six teams in last
year’s NCAA tournament, more than any
other conference. In fact, every ACC team
has made the round of Sweet 16 this decade,

let alone in the 20 previous years.
The Big East Conference has a reputation
for being the ruffian conference. The ACC
has a reputation for producing pansies. While
the Big East stereotype is absolutely true, the
ACC reputation is misleading. Just because
ACC players do not beat the hell out of each
other does not mean that they are lesser
players. The ACC produces top notch
players, many of whom go on to very
prosperous careers. Granted, the ACC has
not had too many monstrous centers but

shooting guards and swingmen abound.
Meanwhile, the Big East has certainly had
some great players in its own right. Ewing,
Mullin, Adams, Williams, etc. But when you

compare the recent success of the Big East,
which has been matched by the ACC, to the
ACC's success over the last 30 years, there is

no doubt which conference is better.
Most impressive is the fact that as of Nov.
4, 1988, according to Dick Vitale’s Basket-'
ball magazine, 40 players from ACC schools
were on NBA rosters, the most of any con-

|

be so good?
There are presently eight North Carolina
players with NBA experience who are still
playing in the league. If you formed a team
with those eight players, assuming their scoring averages from last year, the team would
average 127.5 points per game. Kenny Smith
would be the point guard with Michael Jordan free to roam around at the number-two
guard. Worthy and Perkins would play forward and Brad Daugherty would start at center. Not too bad.
Every team in the ACC has at least two
players in the NBA. Even Wake Forest has
Tyrone Bogues and Danny Young on Charlotte and Portland, respectively.
North Carolina State has six alumni in the
pros right now. Two players from the 1983
national championship Wolfpack team, Thurl
Bailey and Charles Shackelford, are with the

Utah Jazz and the New Jersey Nets. Bailey is
the second leading scorer for the Jazz though
Shackelford had a tough rookie season.
The Georgia Tech Yellow Jackets have
recently sent three players to the NBA: Mark'
Price, John Salley and Tom Hammonds.
Price and Salley are bonafide stars, while
Hammonds should blossom on the
Washington Bullets.
When you think of the ACC, you think of
Tobacco Road, of Carolina Blue, of the Duke

fans. You think of the many national championships. You think of Jordan, Sampson and
Mark Price. Once you experience ACC basi “ketball, you can never betray your love of it.

The best players play in the best conference
* for the best fans.

the
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Bill Martin as a Pacer.

More in
Store for
Martin
* MARTIN, from p. B5
partner in the Southeast area of the city
a little more than a year ago.
“The experience taught me a lot of
valuable lessons,” said Lampkins. “It’s

made this store twice as easy. It just
cleared the smoke.”’
Lampkin’s experience makes it possible for Martin to continue thinking
about basketball.
:
“This is the way we planned it,” said
Martin. “I help out as much as I can
when I’m here, but in the meantime I can

‘also go ahead and pursue a basketball
career.”
“[But] you want to do things aside
from basketball. My career isn’t going
very well, and you want to do other
things that can give you that sense of
achievement. And this was just one way
to do it.”
One thing Martin has learned from
experience,

don’t want to wear a sneaker that cost
$44.95. They want to wear sneakers that
cost $80-90 because then they believe
their money’s worth something.”

nh.

& FLOM

©
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Looks forward to meeting you on
Thursday, November 9, 1989
at 7:00 p.m. in Leavey Center

and d iscussing our Legal Intern

Program with you.

is that the basic

new Phoenix sneakers. “Kids ‘out there ;

SKADDEN, ARPS,
ATE, MEAGHER

however,

business logic of supply and demand is
not always right.
“These sneakers of Patrick aren’t selling too well because they’re too cheap,”
he explains, holding a pair of Ewing’s
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Knapp Hopes Cold Spell is Over

I

Improved Offense Will be the Key to Georgetown’s Success
the season

East

ference.
The memory of a bad February is
something the Hoyas are determined to
forget. “It’s high on everybody’s list of
things to change this season,” says
junior co-captain Julie Mikuta. “We
remind each other about it to make sure
it won’t happen again.”
“I think we’ve pinpointed what we
need to do,” says head coach Patrick
Knapp. “There’s no reason why we
shouldn’t move on.”
What needs to get going is the offense,
which produced only 59.3 points and
10.6 assists per game last year on 36.4
percent shooting, all of which were conference lows.
“I think it wasn’t reallyshooting that
was the problem,’” says Knapp. ‘“What
we need are more shot attempts and
better shot attempts. If our defense can
get a few easy baskets and run the break
more we should be up to 60-69 points a
game.”
Knapp has his team setting its sights
on 20 wins, which he believes will be
good enough to finish in the top three of
the Big East and receive an NCAA bid.
He will be counting on co-captain Erin
Breslin (10.0 ppg, 2.8 rpg), last year’s
leading scorer and the lone senior on the

with

wins

over

eventual

NCAA

decade and its most Big East wins ever,

qualifiers
But then
ville was
following

the 1988-89 season was not a very satisfying one for the Georgetown women’s
basketball team.
After being voted unanimously by Big
East coaches to finish last in the con-

ference game until more than a month
later against Pittsburgh in the Big East
Tournament.
They lost to eventual champion Con-

ference,

necticut in their next game, and finished

Despite posting its most wins since

its longest winning streak ‘this

Hoyas

raced

off

to

a

squad, to lead the team on its way.
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“Erin’s a big part of the team and has
to lead by example,” says Knapp. “She’s
been moving up the ladder each year and
is taking a big load of the responsibilities
this year.”
Although Granville (6.1 ppg, 5.9 apg)
and two-time team captain Nikki Arwood (6.0 ppg) have graduated, the
Hoyas will not be short on depth for this
season. “We have more depth in every
position this year than in the four years

Photo by John Toolan

Pegg Jewell was named to the Big East All-Rookie Team last year.

Jewell,

Tricia

Corace

and

Karen

Sheehan, all of whom saw starting assignments last season. Jewell, who was
named to the Big East All-Rookie Team,
led the Hoyas in rebounding (7.9 rpg)
and was second in scoring (9.8 ppg),
becoming the only freshman to rank in
her team’s top two in both categories.
Her high school classmate Coracewas
third on the team in scoring (8.4 ppg) and
rebounding (5.8 rpg), and was second in
assists (52). Recipient of the team’s
Hustle Award, Corace will not hesitate

to dive for loose balls. Sheehan (6.4 ppg,
4.5 rpg) led the team in blocked shots
(23) and responded well under pressure.
However tempting it might be to call
last year’s recruiting class the best ever
for Georgetown, judgment should be
withheld until the end of this year. Three
more freshmen with impressive credentials come in for the Hoyas and should
create an immediate impact.
Niki Reid, a 5-foot-3 guard form
Hampton,

Va., was MVP

20°

NOVEMBER
25
_ 26
29

Mt. St. Mary’s Tournament
Mt. St. Mary’s Tournament
GEORGE WASHINGTON

of the pres-

Team. Leni Wilson, a 5-foot-10 forward
from Newark, Del., was an honorable

“Without a doubt we’re a lot better
than last year,” says 6-foot-1 sophomore
Peggi Jewell. “We’re going to be a

mention all-American who was picked
among the “Top 48 in the Country” by
Dick Vitale. Kris Witfill, a 5-foot-7

much faster team.”

guard, is the leading scorer in Orange

HOYA File Photo {:

GU Women’s 1989-90 Schedule

tigious Five-Star Women’s Basketball
Camp and was selected as a member of
the Virginia AAU International Touring

I’ve been here,” says Breslin.

;

Patrick Knapp coached the Hoyas to a 13-16 record last year.

County, N.J. history.
Breslin will be joined in the backcourt
If anything, the quickness provided by
by junior Maria Ayres (3.7 ppg), who
freshmen ensure that this year’s Hoya
provided one of the more memorable
team will give Knapp the chance to run
moments last season with a buzzer-beatmore. “Our break will be better because
ing jumpshot to beat Loyola 47-45. She
of experience at it and the added quickreturns as a bonafide three-point threat
ness of the three freshmen,” says Knapp.
for the Hoyas.
“We’re definitely much quicker,
The other team leader is Mikuta (4.6
much more aggressive,” says Ayres.
ppg, 3:9 rpg), who has started all but one
game in her two years at Georgetown. ' “We have high hopes to win 20 games
this year. We're going to get into
The 5-foot-9 forward was voted the
team’s Best Defensive Player and. people’s faces.”
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Count on Freshmen to Score

ala

2

the

the Hoyas were not able to win a con-

earned Big East Academic All-Stars
Honors as well. She will get the call from
Knapp to stop the opposing team’s leading scorer.
Starting most of last year at the other
forward was classmate Monica McCaffrey (3.9 ppg, 3.1 rpg), who hit 89.7
percent of her foul shots (26-29) in Big
East play. Other juniors on the team are
Crystal Ridgeway (3.3 ppg, 3.0 rpg),
who started in place of Granville last
season, and Paige Simpson.
A big part of last year’s resurgence
was due to the performance of Pennsylvanian high-school recruits Peggi

7 nS eR

1980,

Providence and Villanova.
starting center Ammy Gransuspended from the team the
game against Syracuse, and

at 13-16, 4-12 in the con-

ALES

HOYA Sports Editor

surprising 10-6 record, 4-3 in the Big

A trio of rookies will put points on the board for the Hoyas
*:

by Molly Solomon
HOYA Staff Writer

|

Have A G

reat

Season, HEQyas!

When Georgetown women’s basketball coach Pat Knapp looked at last
year’s statistics, he knew what his team
needed. And, from the looks of the fresh-

man recruiting class, he got it.
In a 1988-89 season marked by superlatives — the team’s most wins since
1980 and most Big East victories ever
— Georgetown had much to cheer. But
a late season slump in which the Hoyas
had trouble scoring worried Knapp. So,
the class of 1993 is chock full of shooters
and playmakers.
Leading the trio of freshman is Leni
Wilson, -a 5-foot-10 forward from
Newark, Del. Wilson averaged 13 points

The Best Selection of
Hoya-Wear
Anywhere!
Support Our Hoyas

and 15 rebounds for St. Elizabeth’s High
School last season and was named an
honorable mention all-America pick by
Street & Smith magazine.

Knapp praised Wilson’s asset as a
rebounder, adding “her power moves
inside make her a scoring threat.” She
also will be a positive addition in a halfcourt offensive scheme. Wilson was
highly recruited by Top 10 schools Virginia and Penn State.
With the graduation of starting guard

filled the

and three sophomores), which far xa.

vacancy in the backcourt with the addition of two guards, Kris Witfill and Niki
Reid.
Witfill, a 5-foot-7 player from Point

ceeded expectations last season with a

Nikki Arwood,

Pleasant,

N.J.,

Georgetown

burned

up

the

record

books in high school, averaging 36.1
points per game her senior year. In becoming the all-time leading scorer at
Msgr. Donovan High School, Witfill
was a first team all-state selection.
“Her offensive game is far advanced,”
Knapp said of Witfill, who was also
recruited by Big East rivals Providence
and Seton Hall. “She is a penetrator as
well as an outside shooter.”
Rounding out the first-year players is
Reid, a 5-foot-3 point guard from
Hampton, Va. Known for her defensive
skills, Reid isn’t “a statistics player or a
selfish one,” according to Knapp. “Her
defensive background is very strong.
She can make an impact out there and
enable us to be a better pressure defensive team.”

Reid looked at William and Mary and
George Washington before finally
choosing Georgetown. _
The three freshmen join a young Georgetown team (one senior, five juniors

13-16 record. However, the Hoyas suf=
fered from low field goal shooting (36. 4
percent) and free-throw percentage
(68.4).
Knapp is hoping the newcomers can
boost the team’s output. “The added
quickness creates more opportunities for
us to score through penetrating better

-and on the fast break,” he said.

Jewell and Tricia Corace carning starting spots in the lineup by season’s end.
But Knapp isn’t making any promises.
about playing time yet.
wo
“I think these kids will earn time. They:
will have to. They have special skills
that are different and are necessary to
our success.”
But the fourth-year coach admittedly

is looking for a scorer among his new
and old players. Senior Erin Breslin
returns as Georgetown’s top offensive.
contributor, averaging 10 points per
game last year. “We need to develop a

hot hand, someone to go to during the
crucial stretches,” Knapp said. “But the
personality of this team is balanced.”

Georgetown University
Book Shops
Leavey Center Main Floor
M-F

8:30-8

Sat 9-5

Sun 11-4

Freshmen Niki Reid, Leni Wilson,and Kris Witfill are big reasons why the Hoyas will run more this season.
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Last season’s freshman class saw great :
amounts of playing time, with Peggi
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UConn Leads Big East into National Prominence
by Johnson Ongking
HOYA Sports Editor

After sending three teams to the
NCAA Tournament for the second year
in a row, the Big East Conference was
rewarded this September by being
named one of the top eight conferences
for women’s basketball in the country.

For a conference that was better known
before for the balance that existed
among its nine member teams, the ranking is indicative of how far the Big East
has progressed.
“From top to bottom we’re much bet-

six years as coach of St. John’s as the
team lost 15 of its last 19 games. First
team All-Big East selection Sabrina
Johnson was a one-woman gang for the
Express last season, leading the team in
scoring (18.1 ppg), rebounding (7.8
pg), assists (5.2 apg), and steals (2.3

season.
Durham and McKeon

lead a class of

rookies that could be the best in conference history. And the bulk of last
year’s talent remains as well. Only
Geraldine Saintilus of Seton Hall has
graduated from the 1988-89 First Team
All-Big East selections.
Defending champion Connecticut
returns all of last year’s team, including
Kerry Bascom (22.6 ppg, 8.1 rpg), last
season’s Big East Player of the Year and
the tournament’s Most Outstanding
Player. Seniors Kris Lamb (11.9 ppg,
473

from

three-point

range,

Spg).

“She did everything for us last year,”
says Mullaney. “We just didn’t have
support for her.”
This year support will come in the
person

second-

ter than we were two to three years ago,”

team All-Big East) and Heidi Robbins

says Providence coach Tom Foley.
Other Big East coaches agree, and think
that the trend will continue.
“The Big East is going to be much
stronger,” predicts Villanova coach
Harry Perretta. Seton Hall’s Phyllis
Mangina adds, “Every year it [the Big
East] gets better and better. Over the last
five years we’ve seen a major improvement. We're keeping a lot of the high
school talent back here and that’s been
"the difference.”

(7.9 ppg), junior Laura Lishness (10.1

ppg), and sophomores Wendy Davis
(8.9 ppg) and Megan Pattyson (8.5 ppg)
comprise a team that beat its opponents
by an average of 11.9 points (72.6-60.7)
per game last season.
The

Huskies

looked

like a team

and

other

reasons.

in

Instead,

center,

had

depth to challenge for the title. The front
line is still impressive with senior Tanya
Hendrix,

a better

Courtesy University of Connecticut

Add the recruiting class this year
headed by Kathy Ferrer, a 6-foot-3 center named All-America by USA Today,

Connecticut’s Kerry Bascom was last season’s Big East Player of the Year.

and an excellent defense that held op-

ponents to 39.8 percent shooting from
the field, and it’s easy to understand why
Connecticut is favored to repeat as Big
East champions.
Most coaches are cautious about

Courtesy University of Connecticut
Connecticut’s Laura Lishness.
“It used to be the girls in the East
would move out elsewhere,” says St.
John’s head coach Joe Mullaney. “In the

rest of the country women’s basketball
is pretty regionalized. But because the
Big East is competitive now the girls are

staying here in the east. Kids who used
to get away are coming back.”
Two of those who are coming back are

juniors Kris Durham (Seton Hall) and
Margaret McKeon (St. John’s). Durham, who was picked Gatorade Player
of the Year while she was at Union
Catholic (NJ), was an All-SEC freshman
selection on a Final Four Tennessee

team two seasons ago. She captained the
United States Junior National Team that
traveled to Sao Paolo, Brazil after her

freshman year with the Volunteers, then
decided to leave Tennessee after four
games last year.
McKeon, a former “Miss Basketball”

of New

York,

set the single-season

record for assists at Oklahoma with 149

two seasons ago. Despite being named
All-Big Eight honorable mention, she
transferred to St. John’s and sat out last

on

their

team’s

prospects in the pre-season, but Foley
has very little doubt in his mind that
Providence (22-11, 10-6) will win more
than 20 games and receive an NCAA bid
once again this year.
“No doubt in my mind this is a better
team than last year’s,” said Foley, whose
team was tenth in the nation in scoring
offense (82.3 ppg) last year. He loses
only one starter from that squad with the
graduation of second-team All-Big East
forward Liz Lawlor, but retains a big
part of his offense in seniors Andrea
Mangum (16.1 ppg, 8.3 rpg) and Dottie
VanGheem (11.3 ppg, 4.6 rpg), a combination he believes is “the best one-two
punch in the Big East.”
Returning as well are sophomores
Tracy Lis (14.2 ppg, 5.0 rpg), last
season’s Big East Rookie of the Year,
and Ann Marie Kennedy, who has
recovered completely from major knee
surgery. Senior Helen Jessie-Mency,
who led the Big East in steals two
seasons ago, is back after being redshirted

last season.

Shanya

Evans,

led

the

Big

East

9-7)

is

Leslie Bjerstedt (13.4 ppg, 6.0 rpg) and
Bridget Cody (11.9 ppg, 6.3 rpg),
graduate. Seniors Amy LaCombe (13.5
ppg) and Sue Fritsch (5.9 ppg, leagueleading 8.2 apg) and junior Stephanie
Byrd (8.6 ppg, 3.5 rpg) are the only
proven players on the squad, although
freshman Sarah Behn is rated among the
top 20 freshmen in the country by Dick
Vitale.
If there’s an All-American candidate
in the Big East, it has to be Lorri Johnson
of Pittsburgh (11-17, 3-13). The 5-foot-

11 forward led the league in scoring with
a 24.2 point average, and led the Lady
Panthers in rebounding (8.7) and steals
(2.7) as well.
“Lorri is the type of player who’s
capable of anything she wants,” says
coach Kirk Bruce. “She is that talented.”
Also returning for the Panthers is
senior point guard Jennifer Shingler
(11.9 ppg, 4.3 apg) who has led the
Panthers in assists the last two seasons
and 6-foot-4 junior center Connie Hurt

in

Pg).

teams’ two-point percentage.

judgments

who

College (15-13,

rebounding with 10.1 boards a game last
season, and Angela Alston (8.1 ppg, 6.1

three-point shooting percentage (.476,
60 of 126) than each of the Big East

making

start at

Gibaratz, but comes back with enough

If that sounds a little too good to be
true, how about the fact that the Huskies
shot better from three-point range, (.463,
137 of 296) than all but two Big East
teams (Providence and Pittsburgh) from
two-point range? In fact, Bascom, their
starting

will

Cozette Ballentine (7.3 ppg, 5.5 rpg)
will be forced to play. Other key returnees are Amy Bolen (9.8 ppg, 49 percent
three-point shooting), and Veronica
Simmons (7.0 ppg, 4.7 rpg).
Syracuse said goodbye to all-time
leading scorer and rebounder Felisha
Legette as well as point guard Debbie

Conference Coach of the Year Geno
Auriemma led a team that had four
returning players and seven newcomers
(a total of eight freshmen and
sophomores) to its first Big East championship and an NCAA berth on its way
to a 24-6 record, 13-2 in the conference.

6-foot-1

who

center, where 6-foot sophomore forward

transition at the start of last season after
losing eight players to graduation, transfers

of McKeon,

point guard for the Express. “She’ll be
able to give the ball to the right people,”
says Mullaney. “She’ll hit you as soon
as you get open.” The problem will be at

Boston

another team that saw two key players,

team. She makes everybody around her
better.”
Villanova (18-12, 12-6) has received
an NCAA

bid the last four years, and

should be able to make it five in a row.
Carole Oaten (9.1 ppg, 5.8 rpg, leagueleading 1.8 blocks per game) and Diane
Decker (9.7 ppg, 3.9 rpg) have
graduated, but Perretta thinks his team

comes back with better talent. Leading
the Wildcats will be first team All-Big
East guard Helen Koskinen (16.2 ppg,
5.8 rpg, 4.6 assists per game), who

seems to rise to the occasion in big
games.
Beth Pasik (7.0 ppg, 6.4 rpg) is the
only other senior on a team that will have
11 freshmen and sophomores. “How our
young players respond will be the key to
the

season,”

says

Perretta,

whose

recruiting class includes three Street &
Smith honorable mention AllAmericans

in Nikki

Benedix,

Karen

Connell and Heidi Haspel.
Joe Mullaney suffered through his
first losing season (10-18, 5-11) in his

points, 11 rebounds and 7.5 blocks as a
senior in North Branford, was USA
Today’s pick for Connecticut Player of

the Year.
“Forward Progress” was the theme for
Seton Hall (18-10, 9-7) last season, but
it may have come to a halt this year with
the graduation of Saintilus (21.8 ppg, 6.6
rpg) and Debbie Hartnett (13.8, 6.4).
Still, Mangina will have six players over
six feet with a combined 14 years of

collegiate experience.
“I think our emphasis will shift-more
to a post-up game,” says Mangina. “We
have a pretty strong front line.”
Leading the “Pirate Blockade” will be
6-foot-1 senior Kim Jones (6.9 ppg, 4.8
pg). Six-foot-three sophomore center
Kelley Moore (6.2 ppg, 5.0 rpg) who set
a school record with 27 blocked shots
last season, was named to the Big East

All-Rookie team.
;
Seton Hall does not have any freshmen coming in this year, but Durham
and

Ruth

Lovelace,

a second-team

junior college All-American from Hilbert College, will contribute right away.
“Kris can fill any void on the team,”

says Mangina. “She can really help us.”
An experience that will help the
Pirates was playing in the White
Diamonds. Basketball Tournament in
Almelo, Netherlands during the summer. They finished 5-2 against three
local Dutch teams and clubs from
Czechoslovakia and Poland.
“We’re a couple of weeks ahead of the

a

5-foot-2 junior, returns at point guard
after setting a new Providence singleseason record in assists with 244 (7.4
apg, 8th in the country).
“I think Shanya Evans is the best pure
point guard in the conference,” says
Foley. “She’s the absolute key to this

“You can’t lose a player like Felisha
and expect to replace her overnight,”
says coach Barbara Jacobs. “But, I think
~ we had a great recruiting class and the
returning players learned a lot from last
season. We'll be young this year, but we
could surprise ourselves.”
The two recruits are 6-foot-5 Holly
Oslander and 5-foot-9 Erin Kenneally.
Kenneally averaged 25 points a game as
a senior and was named “Miss Ohio
Basketball.” Oslander, who averaged 21

other Big East teams,”
“Courtesy University of Pittsburgh

Junior center Connie Hurt will be a major factor for Pittsburgh this year.

says Mangina,

* whose team practiced for ten days before
playing in the tournament. “It gave the
team a lot of confidence.”

Courtesy Villanova University
Villanova’s Helen Koskinen.

(9.3 ppg, 5.9 rpg, Big East-leading 45
blocked shots).
“This definitely has to be Connie’s
year,” says Bruce. “If we are going to be
successful, she has to be productive.”

Bruce also has five excellent recruits
led by Jennifer McElhinney, who was
named All-America by Street & Smith
last season.
:
A measure of the parity in the Big East
is reflected by the fact that none of the
teams last year came in the places where
the conference coaches had predicted in
the preseason. The top two teams picked, Syracuse (first) and St. John’s
(second), eventually finished sixth and
seventh, respectively.
“I think if you look from one to nine
in the conference it’s a toss-up,” says
Mangina. “Connecticut has the edge, but
they didn’t win it easily last year. They
had a lot of close games.”
:
“It’s going to be harder for Connecticut the second time around,” says
Mullaney. “Everyone’s pretty equal.
There’s not a lot to separate one from
nine.”

ALL-BIG EAST
WOMEN
First Team

Helen Koskinen, Villanova
Sabrina Johnson, St. John's

Kerry Bascom, Connecticut
Lorri Johnson, Pittsburgh
Kris Durham, Seton Hall
Second Team

Sue Fritsch, Boston College

Shanya Evans, Providence
Andrea Mangum, Providence

Tonya Hendrix, Syracuse
Kris Lamb, Connecticut

ALL-FRESHMEN TEAM
Sarah Behn, Boston College
Kathy Ferrier, Connecticut
Leni Wilson, Georgetown
Holly Oslander, Syracuse

Erin Kenneally, Syracuse
Courtesy Villanova University

Villanova’s Harry Perretta has led his team to the NCAAs the last four years.

Courtesy Providence College
Providence’s Tracy Lis was named Big East Rookie of the Year last season.

